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Abstract. In the spirit of Ray and Singer we define a complex valued ana-
lytic torsion using non-selfadjoint Laplacians. We establish an anomaly for-
mula which permits to turn this into a topological invariant. Conjecturally
this analytically defined invariant computes the complex valued Reidemeister
torsion, including its phase. We establish this conjecture in some non-trivial
situations.
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1. Introduction
LetM be a closed connected smooth manifold with Riemannian metric g. Suppose
E is a flat complex vector bundle overM . Let h be a Hermitian metric on E. Recall
the deRham differential dE : Ω
∗(M ;E) → Ω∗+1(M ;E) on the space of E-valued
differential forms. Let d∗E,g,h : Ω
∗+1(M ;E)→ Ω∗(M ;E) denote its formal adjoint
with respect to the Hermitian scalar product on Ω∗(M ;E) induced by g and h.
Consider the Laplacian ∆E,g,h = dEd
∗
E,g,h + d
∗
E,g,hdE : Ω
∗(M ;E) → Ω∗(M ;E).
Recall the (inverse square of the) Ray–Singer torsion [29]∏
q
(
det′(∆E,g,h,q)
)(−1)qq ∈ R+.
Here det′(∆E,g,h,q) denotes the zeta regularized product of all non-zero eigen values
of the Laplacian acting in degree q. This is a positive real number which coincides,
up to a computable correction term, with the absolute value of the Reidemeister
torsion, see [2].
The aim of this paper is to introduce a complex valued Ray–Singer tor-
sion which, conjecturally, computes the Reidemeister torsion, including its phase.
This is accomplished by replacing the Hermitian fiber metric h with a fiber wise
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form b on E. The bilinear form b permits to
define a formal transposed d♯E,g,b of dE , and an in general not selfadjoint Lapla-
cian ∆E,g,b := dEd
♯
E,g,b + d
♯
E,g,bdE . The (inverse square of the) complex valued
Ray–Singer torsion is then defined by∏
q
(
det′(∆E,g,b,q)
)(−1)qq ∈ C× := C \ {0}. (1)
The main result proved here, see Theorem 4.2 below, is an anomaly formula for the
complex valued Ray–Singer torsion, i.e. we compute the variation of the quantity
(1) through a variation of g and b. This ultimately permits to define a smooth
invariant, the analytic torsion.
The paper is roughly organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall Euler and
coEuler structures. These are used to turn the Reidemeister torsion and the com-
plex valued Ray–Singer torsion into topological invariants referred to as combi-
natorial and analytic torsion, respectively. In Section 3 we discuss some finite
dimensional linear algebra and recall the combinatorial torsion which was also
called Milnor–Turaev torsion in [11]. Section 4 contains the definition of the pro-
posed complex valued analytic torsion. In Section 5 we formulate a conjecture, see
Conjecture 5.1, relating the complex valued analytic torsion with the combina-
torial torsion. We establish this conjecture in some non-trivial cases via analytic
continuation from a result of Cheeger [16, 17], Mu¨ller [28] and Bismut–Zhang [2].
Section 6 contains the derivation of the anomaly formula. This proof is based on
the computation of leading and subleading terms in the asymptotic expansion of
the heat kernel associated with a certain class of Dirac operators. This asymptotic
expansion is formulated and proved in Section 7, see Theorem 7.1. In Section 8
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we apply this result to the Laplacians ∆E,g,b and therewith complete the proof of
the anomaly formula.
We restrict the presentation to the case of vanishing Euler–Poincare´ charac-
teristics to avoid geometric regularization, see [11] and [12]. With minor modifica-
tions everything can easily be extended to the general situation. This is sketched
in Section 9. The analytic core of the results, Theorem 7.1 and its corollaries
Propositions 6.1 and 6.2, are formulated and proved without any restriction on
the Euler–Poincare´ characteristics.
Let us also mention the series of recent preprints [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. In these papers
Braverman and Kappeler construct a “refined analytic torsion” based on the odd
signature operator on odd dimensional manifolds. Their torsion is closely related
to the analytic torsion proposed in this paper. For a comparison result see Theo-
rem 1.4 in [7]. Some of the results below which partially establish Conjecture 5.1,
have first appeared in [7], and were not contained in the first version of this paper.
The proofs we will provide have been inspired by [7] but do not rely on the results
therein.
Recently, in October 2006, two preprints [15] and [33] have been posted on the
internet providing the proof of Conjecture 5.1. In [15] Witten–Helffer–Sjo¨strand
theory has been extended to the non-selfadjoint Laplacians discussed here, and
used along the lines of [10], to establish Conjecture 5.1 for odd dimensional man-
ifolds, up to sign. Comments were made how to derive the conjecture in full gen-
erality on these lines. A few days earlier, by adapting the methods in [2] to the
non-selfadjoint situation, Su and Zhang in [33] provided a proof of the conjecture.
The definition of the complex valued analytic torsion was sketched in [14].
We thank the referees for useful remarks and for pointing out several sign
mistakes.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this sectionM denotes a closed connected smooth manifold of dimen-
sion n. For simplicity we will also assume vanishing Euler–Poincare´ characteristics,
χ(M) = 0. At the expense of a base point everything can easily be extended to
the general situation, see [8], [11], [12] and Section 9.
Euler structures
Let M be a closed connected smooth manifold of dimension n with χ(M) = 0.
The set of Euler structures with integral coefficients Eul(M ;Z) is an affine version
of H1(M ;Z). That is, the homology group H1(M ;Z) acts free and transitively on
Eul(M ;Z) but in general there is no distinguished origin. Euler structures have
been introduced by Turaev [34] in order to remove the ambiguities in the definition
of the Reidemeister torsion. Below we will briefly recall a possible definition. For
more details we refer to [11] and [12].
Recall that a vector field X is called non-degenerate if X : M → TM is
transverse to the zero section. Denote its set of zeros by X . Recall that every
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x ∈ X has a Hopf index INDX(x) ∈ {±1}. Consider pairs (X, c) where X is a
non-degenerate vector field and c ∈ Csing1 (M ;Z) is a singular 1-chain satisfying
∂c = e(X) :=
∑
x∈X
INDX(x)x.
Every non-degenerate vector field admits such c since we assumed χ(M) = 0.
We call two such pairs (X1, c1) and (X2, c2) equivalent if
c2 − c1 = cs(X1, X2) ∈ Csing1 (M ;Z)/∂Csing2 (M ;Z).
Here cs(X1, X2) ∈ Csing1 (M ;Z)/∂Csing2 (M ;Z) denotes the Chern–Simons class
which is represented by the zero set of a generic homotopy connecting X1 with
X2. It follows from cs(X1, X2) + cs(X2, X3) = cs(X1, X3) that this indeed is an
equivalence relation.
Define Eul(M ;Z) as the set of equivalence classes [X, c] of pairs considered
above. The action of [σ] ∈ H1(M ;Z) on [X, c] ∈ Eul(M ;Z) is simply given by
[X, c] + [σ] := [X, c + σ]. Since cs(X,X) = 0 this action is well defined and free.
Because of ∂ cs(X1, X2) = e(X2)− e(X1) it is transitive.
Replacing singular chains with integral coefficients by singular chains with
real or complex coefficients we obtain in exactly the same way Euler structures
with real coefficients Eul(M ;R) and Euler structures with complex coefficients
Eul(M ;C). These are affine version ofH1(M ;R) andH1(M ;C), respectively. There
are obvious maps Eul(M ;Z)→ Eul(M ;R)→ Eul(M ;C) which are affine over the
homomorphisms H1(M ;Z) → H1(M ;R) → H1(M ;C). We refer to the image of
Eul(M ;Z) in Eul(M ;R) or Eul(M ;C) as the lattice of integral Euler structures.
Since we have e(−X) = (−1)n e(X) and cs(−X1,−X2) = (−1)n cs(X1, X2),
the assignment ν([X, c]) := [−X, (−1)nc] defines affine involutions on Eul(M ;Z),
Eul(M ;R) and Eul(M ;C). If n is even, then the involutions on Eul(M ;R) and
Eul(M ;C) are affine over the identity and so we must have ν = id. If n is odd
the involutions on Eul(M ;R) and Eul(M ;C) are affine over − id and thus must
have a unique fixed point ecan ∈ Eul(M ;R) ⊆ Eul(M ;C). This canonic Euler
structure permits to naturally identify Eul(M ;R) resp. Eul(M ;C) with H1(M ;R)
resp. H1(M ;C), provided n is odd. Note that in general none of these statements
is true for the involution on Eul(M ;Z). This is due to the fact that in general
H1(M ;Z) contains non-trivial elements of order 2, and elements which are not
divisible by 2.
Finally, observe that the assignment [X, c] 7→ [X, c¯] defines a conjugation
e 7→ e¯ on Eul(M ;C) which is affine over the complex conjugation H1(M ;C) →
H1(M ;C), [σ] 7→ [σ¯]. Clearly, the set of fixed points of this conjugation coincides
with Eul(M ;R) ⊆ Eul(M ;C).
Lemma 2.1. Let M be a closed connected smooth manifold with χ(M) = 0, let
e ∈ Eul(M ;Z) be an Euler structure, and let x0 ∈M be a base point. Suppose X is a
non-degenerate vector field onM with zero set X 6= ∅. Then there exists a collection
of paths σx, σx(0) = x0, σx(1) = x, x ∈ X , so that e =
[
X,
∑
x∈X INDX(x)σx
]
.
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Proof. For every zero x ∈ X choose a path σ˜x with σ˜x(0) = x0 and σ˜x(1) = x.
Set c˜ :=
∑
x∈X INDX(x)σ˜x. Since χ(M) = 0 we clearly have ∂c˜ = e(X). So
the pair (X, c˜) represents an Euler structure e˜ := [X, c˜] ∈ Eul(M ;Z). Because
H1(M ;Z) acts transitively on Eul(M ;Z) we find a ∈ H1(M ;Z) with e˜ + a = e.
Since the Hure´wicz homomorphism is onto we can represent a by a closed path
π with π(0) = π(1) = x0. Choose y ∈ X . Define σy as the concatenation of σ˜y
with πINDX(y), and set σx := σ˜x for x 6= y. Then the pair (x,
∑
x∈X INDX(x)σx)
represents e˜+ a = e. 
CoEuler structures
LetM be a closed connected smooth manifold of dimension n with χ(M) = 0. The
set of coEuler structures Eul∗(M ;C) is an affine version of Hn−1(M ;OCM ). That is
the cohomology group Hn−1(M ;OCM ) with values in the complexified orientation
bundle OCM acts free and transitively on Eul∗(M ;C). CoEuler structures are well
suited to remove the metric dependence from the Ray–Singer torsion. Below we
will briefly recall their definition, and discuss an affine version of Poincare´ duality
relating Euler with coEuler structures. For more details and the general situation
we refer to [11] or [12].
Consider pairs (g, α), g a Riemannian metric on M , α ∈ Ωn−1(M ;OCM ),
which satisfy
dα = e(g).
Here e(g) ∈ Ωn(M ;OCM ) denotes the Euler form associated with g. In view of the
Gauss–Bonnet theorem every g admits such α for we assumed χ(M) = 0.
Two pairs (g1, α1) and (g2, α2) as above are called equivalent if
α2 − α1 = cs(g1, g2) ∈ Ωn−1(M ;OCM )/dΩn−2(M ;OCM ).
Here cs(g1, g2) ∈ Ωn−1(M ;OCM )/dΩn−2(M ;OCM ) denotes the Chern–Simons class
[18] associated with g1 and g2. Since cs(g1, g2)+cs(g2, g3) = cs(g1, g3) this is indeed
an equivalence relation.
Define the set of coEuler structures with complex coefficients Eul∗(M ;C) as
the set of equivalence classes [g, α] of pairs considered above. The action of [β] ∈
Hn−1(M ;OCM ) on [g, α] ∈ Eul∗(M ;C) is defined by [g, α] + [β] := [g, α − β].
Since cs(g, g) = 0 this action is well defined and free. Because of d cs(g1, g2) =
e(g2)− e(g1) it is transitive too.
Replacing forms with values in OCM by forms with values in the real ori-
entation bundle ORM we obtain in exactly the same way coEuler structures with
real coefficients Eul∗(M ;R), an affine version of Hn−1(M ;ORM ). There is an ob-
vious map Eul∗(M ;R) → Eul∗(M ;C) which is affine over the homomorphism
Hn−1(M ;ORM )→ Hn−1(M ;OCM ).
In view of (−1)n e(g) = e(g) and (−1)n cs(g1, g2) = cs(g1, g2) the assignment
ν([g, α]) := [g, (−1)nα] defines affine involutions on Eul∗(M ;R) and Eul∗(M ;C).
For even n these involutions are affine over the identity and so we must have
ν = id. For odd n they are affine over − id and thus must have a unique fixed point
e∗can ∈ Eul∗(M ;R) ⊆ Eul∗(M ;C). Since e(g) = 0 in this case, we have e∗can = [g, 0]
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where g is any Riemannian metric. This canonic coEuler structure provides a
natural identification of Eul∗(M ;R) resp. Eul∗(M ;C) with Hn−1(M ;ORM ) resp.
Hn−1(M ;OCM ), provided the dimension is odd.
Finally, observe that the assignment [g, α] 7→ [g, α¯] defines a complex con-
jugation e∗ 7→ e¯∗ on Eul∗(M ;C) which is affine over the complex conjugation
Hn−1(M ;OCM )→ Hn−1(M ;OCM ), [β] 7→ [β¯]. Clearly, the set of fixed points of this
conjugation coincides with the image of Eul∗(M ;R) ⊆ Eul∗(M ;C).
Poincare´ duality for Euler structures
Let M be a closed connected smooth manifold of dimension n with χ(M) = 0.
There is a canonic isomorphism
P : Eul(M ;C)→ Eul∗(M ;C) (2)
which is affine over the Poincare´ duality H1(M ;C) → Hn−1(M ;OCM ). If [X, c] ∈
Eul(M ;C) and [g, α] ∈ Eul∗(M ;C) then P ([X, c]) = [g, α] iff we have∫
M\X
ω ∧ (X∗Ψ(g)− α) =
∫
c
ω (3)
for all closed one forms ω which vanish in a neighborhood of X , the zero set of X .
Here Ψ(g) ∈ Ωn−1(TM \M ;π∗OCM ) denotes the Mathai–Quillen form [26] associ-
ated with g, and π : TM →M denotes the projection. With a little work one can
show that (3) does indeed define an assignment as in (2). Once this is established
(2) is obviously affine over the Poincare´ duality and hence an isomorphism. It
follows immediately from (−X)∗Ψ(g) = (−1)nX∗Ψ(g) that P intertwines the in-
volution on Eul(M ;C) with the involution on Eul∗(M ;C). Moreover, P obviously
intertwines the complex conjugations on Eul(M ;C) and Eul∗(M ;C). Particularly,
(2) restricts to an isomorphism
P : Eul(M ;R)→ Eul∗(M ;R)
affine over the Poincare´ duality H1(M ;R)→ Hn−1(M ;ORM ).
Kamber–Tondeur form
Suppose E is a flat complex vector bundle over a smooth manifold M . Let ∇E
denote the flat connection on E. Suppose b is a fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric
bilinear form on E. The Kamber–Tondeur form is the one form
ωE,b := − 12 tr(b−1∇Eb) ∈ Ω1(M ;C). (4)
More precisely, for a vector field Y onM we have ωE,b(Y ) := tr(b
−1∇EY b). Here the
derivative of b with respect to the induced flat connection on (E⊗E)′ is considered
as ∇EY b : E → E′. Then b−1∇EY b : E → E and ωE,b(Y ) is obtained by taking the
fiber wise trace.
The bilinear form b induces a non-degenerate bilinear form det b on detE :=
Λrk(E)E. From det b−1∇detE(det b) = tr(b−1∇Eb) we obtain
ωdetE,det b = ωE,b. (5)
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Particularly, ωE,b depends on the flat line bundle detE and the induced bilinear
form det b only. Since ∇E is flat, ωE,b is a closed 1-form, cf. (5).
Suppose b1 and b2 are two fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear forms
on E. Set A := b−11 b2 ∈ Aut(E), i.e. b2(v, w) = b1(Av,w) for all v, w in the same
fiber of E. Then det b2 = det b1 detA, hence
∇detE(det b2) = ∇detE(det b1) detA+ (det b1)d detA
and therefore
ωE,b2 = ωE,b1 + detA
−1d detA. (6)
If det b1 and det b2 are homotopic as fiber wise non-degenerate bilinear forms
on detE, then the function detA : M → C× := C \ {0} is homotopic to the
constant function 1. So we find a function log detA : M → C with d log detA =
detA−1d detA, and in view of (6) the cohomology classes of ωE,b1 and ωE,b2
coincide. We conclude that the cohomology class [ωE,b] ∈ H1(M ;C) depends on
the flat line bundle detE and the homotopy class [det b] of the induced non-
degenerate bilinear form det b on detE only.
If E1 and E2 are two flat vector bundles with fiber wise non-degenerate
symmetric bilinear forms b1 and b2 then
ωE1⊕E2,b1⊕b2 = ωE1,b1 + ωE2,b2 . (7)
If E′ denotes the dual of a flat vector bundle E, and if b′ denotes the bilinear form
on E′ induced from a fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form b on E
then clearly
ωE′,b′ = −ωE,b. (8)
If E¯ denotes the complex conjugate of a flat complex vector bundle E, and if b¯
denotes the complex conjugate bilinear form of a fiber wise non-degenerate sym-
metric bilinear form b on E, then obviously
ωE¯,b¯ = ωE,b. (9)
Finally, if F is a real flat vector bundle and h is a fiber wise non-degenerate
symmetric bilinear form on F one defines in exactly the same way a real Kamber–
Tondeur form ωF,h := − 12 tr(h−1∇Fh) which is closed too. If FC := F ⊗C denotes
the complexification of F and hC denotes the complexification of h then clearly
ωFC,hC = ωF,h (10)
in Ω1(M ;R) ⊆ Ω1(M ;C). Note that all such h give rise to the same cohomology
class [ωF,h] ∈ H1(M ;R), see (5) and (6). To see this also note that the induced
fiber wise non-degenerate bilinear form deth on detF has to be positive definite
or negative definite, but ωdetF,− deth = ωdetF,deth.
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Holonomy
Suppose E is a flat complex vector bundle over a connected smooth manifold M .
Let x0 ∈M be a base point. Parallel transport along closed loops provides an anti
homomorphism π1(M,x0)→ GL(Ex0), where Ex0 denotes the fiber of E over x0.
Composing with the inversion in GL(Ex0) we obtain the holonomy representation
of E at x0
holEx0 : π1(M,x0)→ GL(Ex0).
Applying this to the flat line bundle detE := Λrk(E)E we obtain a homomor-
phism holdetEx0 : π1(M,x0)→ GL(detEx0) = C× which factors to a homomorphism
θE : H1(M ;Z)→ C×. (11)
Lemma 2.2. Suppose b is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on E. Then
θE(σ) = ±e〈[ωE,b],σ〉, σ ∈ H1(M ;Z).
Here 〈[ωE,b], σ〉 ∈ C denotes the natural pairing of the cohomology class [ωE,b] ∈
H1(M ;C) and σ ∈ H1(M ;Z).
Proof. Let τ : [0, 1] → M be a smooth path with τ(0) = τ(1) = x0. Consider
the flat vector bundle (detE)−2 := (detE ⊗ detE)′. Let β : [0, 1]→ (detE)−2 be
a section over τ which is parallel. Since det b defines a global nowhere vanishing
section of (detE)−2 we find λ : [0, 1]→ C so that β = λdet b. Clearly,
λ(1) hol(detE)
−2
x0 ([τ ]) = λ(0). (12)
Differentiating β = λdet b we obtain 0 = λ′ det b + λ∇(detE)−2τ ′ (det b). Using (5)
this yields 0 = λ′ − 2λωE,b(τ ′). Integrating we get
λ(1) = λ(0) exp
(∫ 1
0
2ωE,b(τ
′(t))dt
)
= λ(0)e2〈[ωE,b],[τ ]〉.
Taking (12) into account we obtain hol(detE)
−2
x0 ([τ ]) = e
−2〈[ωE,b],[τ ]〉, and this gives
holdetEx0 ([τ ]) = ±e〈[ωE,b],[τ ]〉. 
3. Reidemeister torsion
The combinatorial torsion is an invariant associated to a closed connected smooth
manifold M , an Euler structure with integral coefficients e, and a flat complex
vector bundle E over M . In the way we consider it here this invariant is a non-
degenerate bilinear form τcombE,e on the complex line detH
∗(M ;E) — the graded
determinant line of the cohomology with values in (the local system of coefficients
provided by) E. If H∗(M ;E) vanishes, then τcombE,e becomes a non-vanishing com-
plex number. The aim of this section is to recall these definitions, and to provide
some linear algebra which will be used in the analytic approach to this invariant
in Section 4.
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Throughout this section M denotes a closed connected smooth manifold of
dimension n. For simplicity we will also assume vanishing Euler–Poincare´ char-
acteristics, χ(M) = 0. At the expense of a base point everything can easily be
extended to the general situation, see [8], [11], [12] and Section 9.
Finite dimensional Hodge theory
Suppose C∗ is a finite dimensional graded complex over C with differential d :
C∗ → C∗+1. Its cohomology is a finite dimensional graded vector space and will
be denoted by H(C∗). Recall that there is a canonic isomorphism of complex lines
detC∗ = detH(C∗). (13)
Let us explain the terms appearing in (13) in more details. If V is a finite di-
mensional vector space its determinant line is defined to be the top exterior
product detV := Λdim(V )V . If V ∗ is a finite dimensional graded vector space
its graded determinant line is defined by detV ∗ := detV even ⊗ (detV odd)′. Here
V even :=
⊕
q V
2q and V odd :=
⊕
q V
2q+1 are considered as ungraded vector spaces
and V ′ := L(V ;C) denotes the dual space. For more details on determinant lines
consult for instance [24]. Let us only mention that every short exact sequence of
graded vector spaces 0 → U∗ → V ∗ → W ∗ → 0 provides a canonic isomorphism
of determinant lines detU∗ ⊗ detW ∗ = det V ∗. The complex C∗ gives rise to two
short exact sequences
0→ B∗ → Z∗ → H(C∗)→ 0 and 0→ Z∗ → C∗ d−→ B∗+1 → 0 (14)
where B∗ and Z∗ denote the boundaries and cycles in C∗, respectively. The
isomorphism (13) is then obtained from the isomorphisms of determinant lines
induced by (14) together with the canonic isomorphism detB∗ ⊗ detB∗+1 =
detB∗ ⊗ (detB∗)′ = C.
Suppose our complex C∗ is equipped with a graded non-degenerate symmetric
bilinear form b. That is, we have a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on
every homogeneous component Cq, and different homogeneous components are
b-orthogonal. The bilinear form b will induce a non-degenerate bilinear form on
detC∗. Using (13) we obtain a non-degenerate bilinear form on detH(C∗) which
is called the torsion associated with C∗ and b. It will be denoted by τC∗,b.
Remark 3.1. Note that a non-degenerate bilinear form on a complex line essentially
is a non-vanishing complex number. If C∗ happens to be acyclic, i.e. H(C∗) =
0, then canonically detH(C∗) = C and τC∗,b ∈ C× is a genuine non-vanishing
complex number — the entry in the 1× 1-matrix representing this bilinear form.
Example 3.2. Suppose q ∈ Z, n ∈ N and A ∈ GLn(C). Let C∗ denote the acyclic
complex Cn
d=A−−−→ Cn concentrated in degrees q and q+1. Let b denote the standard
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on C∗. In this situation we have τC∗,b =
(detA)(−1)
q+12 = (detAAt)(−1)
q+1
.
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The bilinear form b permits to define the transposed d♯b of d
d♯b : C
∗+1 → C∗, b(dv, w) = b(v, d♯bw), v, w ∈ C∗.
Define the Laplacian ∆b := dd
♯
b + d
♯
bd : C
∗ → C∗. Let us write C∗b (λ) for the
generalized λ-eigen space of ∆b. Clearly,
C∗ =
⊕
λ
C∗b (λ). (15)
Since ∆b is symmetric with respect to b, different generalized eigen spaces of
∆ are b-orthogonal. It follows that the restriction of b to C∗b (λ) is non-degenerate.
Since ∆b commutes with d and d
♯
b the latter two will preserve the decom-
position (15). Hence every eigen space C∗b (λ) is a subcomplex of C
∗. The inclu-
sion C∗b (0) → C∗ induces an isomorphism in cohomology. Indeed, the Laplacian
factors to an invertible map on C∗/C∗b (0) and thus induces an isomorphism on
H(C∗/C∗b (0)). On the other hand, the equation ∆b = dd
♯
b + d
♯
bd tells that the
Laplacian will induce the zero map on cohomology. Therefore H(C∗/C∗b (0)) must
vanish and C∗b (0) → C∗ is indeed a quasi isomorphism. Particularly, we obtain a
canonic isomorphism of complex lines
detH(C∗b (0)) = detH(C
∗). (16)
Lemma 3.3. Suppose C∗ is a finite dimensional graded complex over C which is
equipped with a graded non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form b. Then via (16)
we have
τC∗,b = τC∗b (0),b|C∗b (0)
·
∏
q
(det′(∆b,q))
(−1)qq
where det′(∆b,q) denotes the product over all non-vanishing eigen values of the
Laplacian acting in degree q, ∆b,q := ∆b|Cq : Cq → Cq.
Proof. Suppose (C∗1 , b1) and (C
∗
2 , b2) are finite dimensional complexes equipped
with graded non-degenerate symmetric bilinear forms. Clearly, H(C∗1 ⊕ C∗2 ) =
H(C∗1 )⊕H(C∗2 ) and we obtain a canonic isomorphism of determinant lines
detH(C∗1 ⊕ C∗2 ) = detH(C∗1 )⊗ detH(C∗2 ).
It is not hard to see that via this identification we have
τC∗1⊕C∗2 ,b1⊕b2 = τC∗1 ,b1 ⊗ τC2,b2 . (17)
In view of the b-orthogonal decomposition (15) we may therefore w.l.o.g. assume
ker∆b = 0. Particularly, C
∗ is acyclic.
Then img d ∩ ker d♯b ⊆ ker d ∩ ker d♯b ⊆ ker∆b = 0. Since img d and ker d♯b are
of complementary dimension we conclude img d ⊕ ker d♯b = C∗. The acyclicity of
C∗ implies ker d♯b = img d
♯
b and hence img d⊕ img d♯b = C∗. This decomposition is
b-orthogonal and invariant under ∆b. We obtain
det′(∆b,q) = det(∆b,q) = det(∆b|Cq∩img d) · det(∆b|Cq∩img d♯b).
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Since d : Cq ∩ img d♯b → Cq+1 ∩ img d is an isomorphism commuting with ∆
det(∆|Cq∩img d♯b) = det(∆|Cq+1∩img d).
A telescoping argument then shows∏
q
(det′(∆b,q))
(−1)qq =
∏
q
det(∆b|Cq∩img d)(−1)
q
. (18)
On the other hand, the b-orthogonal decomposition of complexes
C∗ =
⊕
q
(
Cq ∩ img d♯b
d−→ Cq+1 ∩ img d
)
together with (17) and the computation in Example 3.2 imply
τC∗,b =
∏
q
det
(
dd♯b|Cq+1∩img d
)(−1)q+1
which clearly coincides with (18) since ∆b|img d = dd♯b|img d. 
Example 3.4. Suppose 0 6= v ∈ C2 satisfies vtv = 0. Moreover, suppose 0 6= z ∈ C
and set w := zvt. Let C∗ denote the acyclic complex C
v−→ C2 w−→ C concentrated in
degrees 0, 1 and 2. Equip this complex with the standard symmetric bilinear form
b. Then ∆b,0 = v
tv = 0, ∆b,2 = ww
t = 0, ∆b,1 = (1 + z
2)vvt, (∆b,1)
2 = 0. Thus
all of this complex is contained in the generalized 0-eigen space of ∆b. The torsion
of the complex computes to τC∗,b = −z2. Observe that the kernel of ∆b does
not compute the cohomology; that the bilinear form becomes degenerate when
restricted to the kernel of ∆b; and that the torsion cannot be computed from the
spectrum of ∆b.
Morse complex
Let E be a flat complex vector bundle over a closed connected smooth manifold
M of dimension n. Suppose X = − gradg(f) is a Morse–Smale vector field on
M , see [30]. Let X denote the zero set of X . Elements in X are called critical
points of f . Every x ∈ X has a Morse index ind(x) ∈ N which coincides with
the dimension of the unstable manifold of x with respect to X . We will write
Xq := {x ∈ X | ind(x) = q} for the set of critical points of index q.
Recall that the Morse–Smale vector field provides aMorse complex C∗(X ;E)
with underlying finite dimensional graded vector space
Cq(X ;E) =
⊕
x∈Xq
Ex ⊗{±1} Ox.
Here Ex denotes the fiber of E over x, and Ox denotes the set of orientations
of the unstable manifold of x. The Smale condition tells that stable and unsta-
ble manifolds intersect transversally. It follows that for two critical points of index
difference one there is only a finite number of unparametrized trajectories connect-
ing them. The differential in C∗(X ;E) is defined with the help of these isolated
trajectories and parallel transport in E along them.
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Integration over unstable manifolds provides a homomorphism of complexes
Int : Ω∗(M ;E)→ C∗(X ;E) (19)
where Ω∗(M ;E) denotes the deRham complex with values in E. It is a folklore
fact that (19) induces an isomorphism on cohomology, see [30]. Particularly, we
obtain a canonic isomorphism of complex lines
detH∗(M ;E) = detH(C∗(X ;E)). (20)
Suppose χ(M) = 0 and let e ∈ Eul(M ;Z) be an Euler structure. Choose
a base point x0 ∈ M . For every critical point x ∈ X choose a path σx with
σ(0) = x0 and σx(1) = x so that e =
[−X,∑x∈X (−1)ind(x)σx]. This is possible
in view of Lemma 2.1. Also note that IND−X(x) = (−1)ind(x). Choose a non-
degenerate symmetric bilinear form bx0 on the fiber Ex0 over x0. For x ∈ X define
a bilinear form bx on Ex by parallel transport of bx0 along σx. The collection
of bilinear forms {bx}x∈X defines a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on
the Morse complex C∗(X ;E). It is elementary to check that the induced bilinear
form on detC∗(X ;E) does not depend on the choice of {σx}x∈X , and because
χ(M) = 0 it does not depend on x0 or bx0 either. Hence the corresponding torsion
is a non-degenerate bilinear form on detH(C∗(X ;E)) depending on E, e and X
only. Using (20) we obtain a non-degenerate bilinear form on detH∗(M ;E) which
we will denote by τcombE,e,X . For the following non-trivial statement we refer to [27],
[34] or [25].
Theorem 3.5 (Milnor, Turaev). The bilinear form τcombE,e,X does not depend on X.
In view of Theorem 3.5 we will denote τcombE,e,X by τ
comb
E,e from now on.
Definition 3.6 (Combinatorial torsion). The non-degenerate bilinear form τcombE,e on
detH∗(M ;E) is called the combinatorial torsion associated with the flat complex
vector bundle E and the Euler structure e ∈ Eul(M ;Z).
Remark 3.7. The combinatorial torsion’s dependence on the Euler structure is
very simple. For e ∈ Eul(M ;Z) and σ ∈ H1(M ;Z) we obviously have, see (11)
τcombE,e+σ = τ
comb
E,e · θE(σ)2.
The dependence on E, i.e. the dependence on the flat connection, is subtle
and interesting. Let us only mention the following
Example 3.8 (Torsion of mapping tori). Consider a mapping torus
M = N × [0, 1]/(x,1)∼(ϕ(x),0)
where ϕ : N → N is a diffeomorphism. Let π : M → S1 = [0, 1]/0∼1 denote the
canonic projection. The set of vector fields which project to the vector field − ∂∂θ on
S1 is contractible and thus defines an Euler structure e ∈ Eul(M ;Z) represented by
[X, 0] where X is any of these vector fields. Let E˜z denote the flat line bundle over
S1 with holonomy z ∈ C×, i.e. θE˜z : H1(S1;Z) = Z→ C×, θE˜z (k) = zk. Consider
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the flat line bundle Ez := π∗E˜z over M . It follows from the Wang sequence of the
fibration π :M → S1 that for generic z we will have H∗(M ;Ez) = 0. In this case
τcombEz,e = (ζϕ(z))
2
where
ζϕ(z) = exp

∑
k≥1
str
(
H∗(N ;Q)
(ϕk)∗−−−→ H∗(N ;Q)
)zk
k


= sdet
(
H∗(N ;C)
1−zϕ∗−−−−→ H∗(N ;C)
)−1
denotes the Lefschetz zeta function of ϕ. Here we wrote str and sdet for the super
trace and the super determinant, respectively. For more details and proofs we refer
to [20] and [11].
Remark 3.9. Often the combinatorial torsion is considered as an element in (rather
than a bilinear form on) detH∗(M ;E). This element is one of the two unit vectors
of τcombE,e . It is a non-trivial task (and requires the choice of a homology orientation)
to fix the sign, i.e. to describe which of the two unite vectors actually is the torsion
[19]. Considering bilinear forms this sign issue disappears.
Basic properties of the combinatorial torsion
If E1 and E2 are two flat vector bundles over M then we have a canonic isomor-
phism H∗(M ;E1 ⊕ E2) = H∗(M ;E1) ⊕H∗(M ;E2) which induces a canonic iso-
morphism of complex lines detH∗(M ;E1⊕E2) = detH∗(M ;E1)⊗detH∗(M ;E2).
Via this identification we have
τcombE1⊕E2,e = τ
comb
E1,e ⊗ τcombE2,e . (21)
This follows from C∗(X ;E1 ⊕ E2) = C∗(X ;E1)⊕ C∗(X ;E2) and (17).
If E′ denotes the dual of a flat vector bundle E then Poincare´ duality induces
an isomorphism H∗(M ;E′ ⊗ OM ) = Hn−∗(M ;E)′ which induces a canonic iso-
morphism detH∗(M ;E′ ⊗ OM ) = (detH∗(M ;E))(−1)n+1 . Via this identification
we have
τcombE′⊗OM ,ν(e) = (τ
comb
E,e )
(−1)n+1 (22)
where ν denotes the involution on Eul(M ;Z) discussed in Section 2. To see that
use a Morse–Smale vector field X to compute τcombE,e and use the Morse–Smale
vector field −X to compute τcombE′⊗OM ,ν(e). Then there is an obvious isomorphism of
complexes C∗(−X ;E′ ⊗ OM ) = Cn−∗(X ;E)′ which induces Poincare´ duality on
cohomology.
If V is a complex vector space let V¯ denote the complex conjugate vector
space. If b is a bilinear form on V let b¯ denote the complex conjugate bilinear form
on V¯ , that is b¯(v, w) = b(v, w). Let E¯ denote the complex conjugate of a flat vector
bundle E. Then we have a canonic isomorphism H∗(M ; E¯) = H∗(M ;E) which
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induces a canonic isomorphism of complex lines detH∗(M ; E¯) = detH∗(M ;E).
Via this identification we have
τcombE¯,e = τ
comb
E,e . (23)
This follows from C∗(X ; E¯) = C∗(X ;E).
If V is a real vector space we let V C := V ⊗C denote its complexification. If
h is a real bilinear form on V we let hC denote its complexification, more explicitly
hC(v1 ⊗ z1, v2 ⊗ z2) = h(v1, v2)z1z2. If F is real flat vector bundle its torsion,
defined analogously to the complex case, is a real non-degenerate bilinear form on
detH∗(M ;F ). Let FC = F⊗C denote the complexification of the flat vector bundle
F . We have a canonic isomorphism H∗(M ;FC) = H∗(M ;F )C which induces a
canonic isomorphism of complex lines detH∗(M ;FC) = (detH∗(M ;F ))C. Via
this identification we have
τcombFC,e = (τ
comb
F,e )
C. (24)
This follows from C∗(X ;FC) = C∗(X ;F )C. Note that τcombF,e is positive definite.
4. Ray–Singer torsion
The analytic torsion defined below is an invariant associated to a closed connected
smooth manifold M , a complex flat vector bundle E over M , a coEuler structure
e∗ and a homotopy class [b] of fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear forms
on E. In the way considered below, this invariant is a non-degenerate symmetric
bilinear form τanE,e∗,[b] on the complex line detH
∗(M ;E). If H∗(M ;E) vanishes,
then τanE,e∗,[b] becomes a non-vanishing complex number.
Throughout this section M denotes a closed connected smooth manifold of
dimension n. For simplicity we will also assume vanishing Euler–Poincare´ char-
acteristics, χ(M) = 0. At the expense of a base point everything can easily be
extended to the general situation, see [8], [11], [12] and Section 9.
Laplacians and spectral theory
Suppose M is a closed connected smooth manifold of dimension n. Let E be a flat
vector bundle over M . We will denote the flat connection of E by ∇E . Suppose
there exists a fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form b on E. Moreover,
let g be a Riemannian metric on M . This permits to define a symmetric bilinear
form βg,b on the space of E-valued differential forms Ω
∗(M ;E),
βg,b(v, w) :=
∫
M
v ∧ (⋆g ⊗ b)w, v, w ∈ Ω∗(M ;E).
Here ⋆g ⊗ b : Ω∗(M ;E) → Ωn−∗(M ;E′ ⊗ OM ) denotes the isomorphism induced
by the Hodge star operator1 ⋆g : Ω
∗(M ;R)→ Ωn−∗(M ;OM ) and the isomorphism
1The normalization of the Hodge star operator we are using is α1 ∧ ⋆gα2 = 〈α1, α2〉gΩg, where
α1, α2 ∈ Ω(M ;R), Ωg ∈ Ωn(M ;OM ) denotes the volume density associated with g, and 〈α1, α2〉g
denotes the inner product on Λ∗T ∗M induced by g, see [23, Section 2.1]. Although we will
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of vector bundles b : E → E′. The wedge product is computed with respect to the
canonic pairing of E ⊗ E′ → C.
Let dE : Ω
∗(M ;E)→ Ω∗+1(M ;E) denote the deRham differential. Let
d♯E,g,b : Ω
∗+1(M ;E)→ Ω∗(M ;E)
denote its formal transposed with respect to βg,b. A straight forward computation
shows that d♯E,g,b : Ω
q(M ;E)→ Ωq−1(M ;E) is given by
d♯E,g,b = (−1)q(⋆g ⊗ b)−1 ◦ dE′⊗OM ◦ (⋆g ⊗ b). (25)
Define the Laplacian by
∆E,g,b := dE ◦ d♯E,g,b + d♯E,g,b ◦ dE . (26)
These are generalized Laplacians in the sense that their principal symbol coincides
with the symbol of the Laplace–Beltrami operator.
In the next proposition we collect some well known facts concerning the
spectral theory of ∆E,g,b. For details we refer to [32], particularly Theorems 8.4
and 9.3 therein.
Proposition 4.1. For the Laplacian ∆E,g,b constructed above the following hold:
(i) The spectrum of ∆E,g,b is discrete. For every θ > 0 all but finitely many
points of the spectrum are contained in the angle {z ∈ C | −θ < arg(z) < θ}.
(ii) If λ is in the spectrum of ∆E,g,b then the image of the associated spectral
projection is finite dimensional and contains smooth forms only. We will
refer to this image as the (generalized) λ-eigen space of ∆E,g,b and denote it
by Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(λ). There exists Nλ ∈ N such that
(∆E,g,b − λ)Nλ |Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(λ) = 0.
We have a ∆E,g,b-invariant βg,b-orthogonal decomposition
Ω∗g,b(M ;E) = Ω
∗
g,b(M ;E)(λ) ⊕ Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(λ)⊥βg,b . (27)
The restriction of ∆E,g,b − λ to Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(λ)⊥βg,b is invertible.
(iii) The decomposition (27) is invariant under dE and d
♯
E,g,b.
(iv) For λ 6= µ the eigen spaces Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(λ) and Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(µ) are orthogonal
with respect to βg,b.
In view of Proposition 4.1 the generalized 0-eigen space Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(0) is a
finite dimensional subcomplex of Ω∗(M ;E). The inclusion
Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(0)→ Ω∗(M ;E) (28)
induces an isomorphism in cohomology. Indeed, in view of Proposition 4.1(ii) the
Laplacian ∆E,g,b induces an isomorphism on Ω
∗
g,b(M ;E)/Ω
∗
g,b(M ;E)(0) and thus
an isomorphism on H(Ω∗g,b(M ;E)/Ω
∗
g,b(M ;E)(0)). On the other hand (26) tells
frequently refer to [1] in the subsequent sections, the convention for the Hodge star operator we
are using differs from the one in [1].
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that ∆E,g,b induces 0 on cohomology, hence H(Ω
∗
g,b(M ;E)/Ω
∗
g,b(M ;E)(0)) must
vanish and (28) is indeed a quasi isomorphism. We obtain a canonic isomorphism
of complex lines
detH(Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(0)) = detH
∗(M ;E). (29)
In view of Proposition 4.1(ii) the bilinear form βg,b restricts to a non-degener-
ate bilinear form on Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(0). Using the linear algebra discussed in Section 3
we obtain a non-degenerate bilinear form on detH(Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(0)). Via (29) this
gives rise to a non-degenerate bilinear form on detH∗(M ;E) which will be denoted
by τanE,g,b(0).
Let ∆E,g,b,q denote the Laplacian acting in degree q. Define the zeta regular-
ized product of its non-vanishing eigen values, as
det′(∆E,g,b,q) := exp
(
− ∂
∂s
∣∣∣
s=0
tr
((
∆E,g,b,q|Ωqg,b(M ;E)(0)⊥βg,b
)−s))
.
Here the complex powers are defined with respect to any non-zero Agmon angle
which avoids the spectrum of ∆E,g,b,q|Ωqg,b(M ;E)(0)⊥βg,b , see Proposition 4.1(i).
Recall that for ℜ(s) > n/2 the operator (∆E,g,b,q|Ωqg,b(M ;E)(0)⊥βg,b )−s is trace
class. As a function in s this trace extends to a meromorphic function on the
complex plane which is holomorphic at 0, see [31] or [32, Theorem 13.1]. It is clear
from Proposition 4.1(i) that det′(∆E,g,b,q) does not depend on the Agmon angle
used to define the complex powers.
Assume χ(M) = 0 and suppose α ∈ Ωn−1(M ;OCM ) such that dα = e(g).
Consider the non-degenerate bilinear form on detH∗(M ;E) defined by, cf. (4),
τanE,g,b,α := τ
an
E,g,b(0) ·
∏
q
(
det′(∆E,g,b,q)
)(−1)qq · exp(−2 ∫
M
ωE,b ∧ α
)
.
In Section 6 we will provide a proof of the following result which can be
interpreted as an anomaly formula for the complex valued Ray–Singer torsion (1).
Theorem 4.2 (Anomaly formula). Let M be a closed connected smooth manifold
with vanishing Euler–Poincare´ characteristics. Let E be a flat complex vector bun-
dle over M . Suppose gu is a smooth one-parameter family of Riemannian met-
rics on M , and αu ∈ Ωn−1(M ;OCM ) is a smooth one-parameter family so that
[gu, αu] represent the same coEuler structure in Eul
∗(M ;C). Moreover, suppose bu
is a smooth one-parameter family of fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear
forms on E. Then, as bilinear forms on detH∗(M ;E), we have ∂∂uτ
an
E,gu,bu,αu
= 0.
In view of Theorem 4.2 the bilinear form τanE,g,b,α does only depend on the
flat vector bundle E, the coEuler structure e∗ ∈ Eul∗(M ;C) represented by (g, α),
and the homotopy class [b] of b. We will denote it by τanE,e∗,[b] from now on.
Definition 4.3 (Analytic torsion). The non-degenerate bilinear form τanE,e∗,[b] on
detH∗(M ;E) is called the analytic torsion associated to the flat complex vector
bundle E, the coEuler structure e∗ ∈ Eul∗(M ;C) and the homotopy class [b] of
fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear forms on E.
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Remark 4.4. The analytic torsion’s dependence on the coEuler structure is very
simple. For e∗ ∈ Eul∗(M ;C) and β ∈ Hn−1(M ;OCM ) we obviously have:
τanE,e∗+β,[b] = τ
an
E,e∗,[b] ·
(
e〈[ωE,b]∪β,[M ]〉
)2
Here 〈[ωE,b] ∪ β, [M ]〉 ∈ C denotes the evaluation of [ωE,b] ∪ β ∈ Hn(M ;OCM ) on
the fundamental class [M ] ∈ Hn(M ;OM ).
Remark 4.5. Recall from Section 2 that for odd n there is a canonic coEuler
structure e∗can ∈ Eul∗(M ;C) given by e∗can = [g, 0]. The corresponding analytic
torsion is:
τanE,e∗can,[b] = τ
an
E,g,b(0) ·
∏
q
(
det′(∆E,g,b,q)
)(−1)qq
Note however that in general this does depend on the homotopy class [b], see for
instance the computation for the circle in Section 5 below. This is related to the
fact that e∗can in general is not integral, cf. Remark 5.3 below.
Basic properties of the analytic torsion
Suppose E1 and E2 are two flat vector bundles with fiber wise non-degenerate
symmetric bilinear forms b1 and b2. Via the canonic isomorphism of complex lines
detH∗(M ;E1 ⊕ E2) = detH∗(M ;E1)⊗ detH∗(M ;E2) we have:
τanE1⊕E2,e∗,[b1⊕b2] = τ
an
E1,e∗,[b1]
⊗ τanE2,e∗,[b2] (30)
For this note that via the identification Ω∗(M ;E1⊕E2) = Ω∗(M ;E1)⊕Ω∗(M ;E2)
we have ∆E1⊕E2,g,b1⊕b2 = ∆E1,g,b1 ⊕ ∆E2,g,b2 , hence det′(∆E1⊕E2,g,b1⊕b2,q) =
det′(∆E1,g,b1,q)det
′(∆E2,g,b2,q). Moreover, recall (7) for the correction terms.
Suppose E′ is the dual of a flat vector bundle E. Let b′ denote the bilinear
form on E′ dual to the non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form b on E. The bilin-
ear form b′ induces a fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on the flat
vector bundle E′ ⊗OM which will be denoted by b′ too. Via the canonic isomor-
phism of complex lines detH∗(M ;E′⊗OM ) = (detH∗(M ;E))(−1)n+1 induced by
Poincare´ duality we have
τanE′⊗OM ,ν(e∗),[b′] =
(
τanE,e∗,[b]
)(−1)n+1
(31)
where ν denotes the involution introduced in Section 2. This follows from the
fact that ⋆g ⊗ b : Ωq(M ;E) → Ωn−q(M ;E′ ⊗ OM ) intertwines the Laplacians
∆E,g,b,q and ∆E′⊗OM ,g,b′,n−q, see (25). Therefore ∆E,g,b,q and ∆E′⊗OM ,g,b′,n−q
are isospectral and thus det′(∆E,g,b,q) = det
′(∆E′⊗OM ,g,b′,n−q). Here one also has
to use
∏
q
(
det′(∆E,g,b,q)
)(−1)q
= 1, and (8).
Let E¯ denote the complex conjugate of a flat vector bundle E. Let b¯ denote
the complex conjugate of a fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on
E. Via the canonic isomorphism of complex lines detH∗(M ; E¯) = detH∗(M ;E)
we obviously have
τanE¯,e¯∗,[b¯] = τ
an
E,e∗,[b] (32)
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where e∗ 7→ e¯∗ denotes the complex conjugation of coEuler structures introduced in
Section 2. For this note that ∆E¯,g,b¯ = ∆E,g,b but the spectrum of ∆E¯,g,b¯ is complex
conjugate to the spectrum of ∆E,g,b and thus det
′(∆E¯,g,b¯,q) = det
′(∆E,g,b,q). Also
recall (9).
Suppose F is a flat real vector bundle over M . Let e∗ ∈ Eul(M ;R) be a
coEuler structure with real coefficients. Let h be a fiber wise non-degenerate sym-
metric bilinear form on F . Proceeding exactly as in the complex case we obtain
a non-degenerate bilinear form τanF,e,[h] on the real line detH
∗(M ;F ). Note that
although the Laplacians ∆F,g,h need not be selfadjoint their spectra are invariant
under complex conjugation and hence det′(∆F,g,h,q) will be real. Let F
C denote
the complexification of the flat bundle F , and let hC denote the complexification of
h, a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on FC. Via the canonic isomorphism
of complex lines detH∗(M ;FC) = (detH∗(M ;F ))C we have:
τanFC,e∗,[hC] =
(
τanF,e∗,[h]
)C
(33)
For this note that via Ω∗(M ;FC) = Ω∗(M ;F )C we have ∆FC,g,hC = (∆F,g,h)
C and
thus det′(∆FC,g,hC,q) = det
′(∆F,g,h,q), and also recall (10). If n is odd,H
∗(M ;F ) =
0, and if h is positive definite, then τanF,e∗can,[h]
is the square of the analytic torsion
considered in [29], see Remark 4.5.
Remark 4.6. Not every flat complex vector bundle E admits a fiber wise non-
degenerate symmetric bilinear form b. However, since E is flat all rational Chern
classes of E must vanish. Since M is compact, the Chern character induces an
isomorphism on rational K-theory, and hence E is trivial in rational K-theory.
Thus there exists N ∈ N so that EN = E ⊕ · · · ⊕ E is a trivial vector bundle.
Particularly, there exists a fiber wise non-degenerate bilinear form b on EN . In
view of (30) the non-degenerate bilinear form
(
τanEN ,e∗,[b]
)1/N
on detH∗(M ;E) is a
reasonable candidate for the analytic torsion of E. Note however, that this is only
defined up to a root of unity.
Rewriting the analytic torsion
Instead of just treating the 0-eigen space by means of finite dimensional linear
algebra one can equally well do this with finitely many eigen spaces of ∆E,g,b.
Proposition 4.7 below makes this precise. We will make use of this formula when
computing the variation of the analytic torsion through a variation of g and b. This
is necessary since the dimension of the 0-eigen space need not be locally constant
through such a variation. Note that this kind of problem does not occur in the
selfadjoint situation, i.e. when instead of a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form
we have a hermitian structure.
Suppose γ is a simple closed curve around 0, avoiding the spectrum of ∆E,g,b.
Let Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(γ) denote the sum of eigen spaces corresponding to eigen values in
the interior of γ. Using Proposition 4.1 we see that the inclusion Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(γ)→
Ω∗(M ;E) is a quasi isomorphism.We obtain a canonic isomorphism of determinant
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lines
detH(Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(γ)) = detH
∗(M ;E). (34)
Moreover, the restriction of βg,b to Ω
∗
g,b(M ;E)(γ) is non-degenerate. Hence the
torsion provides us with a non-degenerate bilinear form on detH(Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(γ))
and via (34) we get a non-degenerate bilinear form τanE,g,b(γ) on detH
∗(M ;E).
Moreover, introduce
detγ(∆E,g,b,q) := exp
(
− ∂
∂s
∣∣∣
s=0
tr
((
∆E,g,b,q|Ωqg,b(M ;E)(γ)⊥βg,b
)−s))
,
the zeta regularized product of eigen values in the exterior of γ.
Proposition 4.7. In this situation, as bilinear forms on detH∗(M ;E), we have:
τanE,g,b(0) ·
∏
q
(
det′(∆E,g,b,q)
)(−1)qq
= τanE,g,b(γ) ·
∏
q
(
detγ(∆E,g,b,q)
)(−1)qq
Proof. Let C∗ ⊆ Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(γ) denote the sum of the eigen spaces of ∆E,g,b
corresponding to non-zero eigen values in the interior of γ. Clearly, for every q we
have
det′(∆E,g,b,q) = det(∆E,g,b,q|Cq) · detγ(∆E,g,b,q).
Particularly,∏
q
(
det′(∆E,g,b,q)
)(−1)qq
=
∏
q
(
det(∆E,g,b,q|Cq )
)(−1)qq ·∏
q
(
detγ(∆E,g,b,q)
)(−1)qq
.
(35)
Applying Lemma 3.3 to the finite dimensional complex Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(γ) we obtain
τanE,g,b(γ) = τ
an
E,g,b(0) ·
∏
q
(
det(∆E,g,b,q|Cq )
)(−1)qq
(36)
Multiplying (35) with τanE,g,b(0) and using (36) we obtain the statement. 
5. A Bismut–Zhang, Cheeger, Mu¨ller type formula
The conjecture below asserts that the complex valued analytical torsion defined
in Section 4 coincides with the combinatorial torsion from Section 3. It should be
considered as a complex valued version of a theorem of Cheeger [16, 17], Mu¨ller
[28] and Bismut–Zhang [2].
Conjecture 5.1. Let M be a closed connected smooth manifold with vanishing
Euler–Poincare´ characteristics. Let E be a flat complex vector bundle over M ,
and suppose b is a fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on E. Let
e ∈ Eul(M ;Z) be an Euler structure. Then, as bilinear forms on the complex line
detH∗(M ;E), we have:
τcombE,e = τ
an
E,P (e),[b]
Here we slightly abuse notation and let P also denote the composition Eul(M ;Z)→
Eul(M ;C)
P−→ Eul∗(M ;C), see Section 2.
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We will establish this conjecture in several special cases, see Remark 5.8,
Theorem 5.10, Corollary 5.13, Corollary 5.14 and the discussion for the circle
below. Some of these results have been established by Braverman–Kappeler [7]
and were not contained in the first version of this manuscript. The proofs we
provide below have been inspired by a trick used in [7] but do not rely on the
results therein.
Remark 5.2. If Conjecture 5.1 holds for one Euler structure e ∈ Eul(M ;Z) then
it will hold for all Euler structures. This follows immediately from Remark 4.4,
Remark 3.7 and Lemma 2.2.
Remark 5.3. If Conjecture 5.1 holds, and if e∗ ∈ Eul∗(M ;C) is integral, then
τanE,e∗,[b] is independent of [b]. This is not obvious from the definition of the analytic
torsion.
Remark 5.4. If Conjecture 5.1 holds, e ∈ Eul(M ;Z) and e∗ ∈ Eul∗(M ;C) then:
τcombE,e = τ
an
E,e∗,[b] ·
(
e〈[ωE,b]∪(P (e)−e
∗),[M ]〉
)2
This follows from Remark 4.4.
Remark 5.5. If Conjecture 5.1 holds, and e∗ ∈ Eul∗(M ;C), then τanE,e∗,[b] does only
depend on E, e∗ and the induced homotopy class [det b] of non-degenerate bilinear
forms on detE. This follows from Remark 5.4 and the fact that the cohomology
class [ωE,b] does depend on detE and the homotopy class [det b] on detE only, see
Section 2.
Relative torsion
In the situation above, consider the non-vanishing complex number
SE,e,[b] :=
τanE,P (e),[b]
τcombE,e
∈ C×.
It follows from Remark 4.4, Remark 3.7 and Lemma 2.2 that this does not depend
on e ∈ Eul(M ;Z). We will thus denote it by SE,[b]. The number SE,[b] will be
referred to as the relative torsion associated with the flat complex vector bundle
E and the homotopy class [b]. Conjecture 5.1 asserts that SE,[b] = 1.
Similarly, if F is a real flat vector bundle over M equipped with a fiber wise
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form h, we set
SF,[h] :=
τanF,P (e),[h]
τcombF,e
∈ R× := R \ {0}
where e ∈ Eul(M ;Z) is any Euler structure. The combinatorial torsion τcombF,e and
the analytic torsion τanF,P (e),[h] on detH
∗(M ;F ) have been introduced in Sections 3
and 4, respectively. It follows via complexification from the corresponding state-
ments for complex vector bundles that this does indeed only depend on F and the
homotopy class of h, see (24) and (33).
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Remark 5.6. If F is a flat real vector bundle equipped with a positive definite sym-
metric bilinear form h, then the Bismut–Zhang theorem [2, Theorem 0.2] asserts
that SF,[h] = 1. This follows from the formula in Proposition 5.11 below (applied
to a simple closed curve whose interior contains the eigen value 0 only) which, via
complexification, provides an analogous formula for flat real vector bundles. For
the relation of the first factor in this formula with the statement in [2, Theorem 0.2]
see (45).
Proposition 5.7. The following properties hold:
(i) SE1⊕E2,[b1⊕b2] = SE1,[b1] · SE2,[b2]
(ii) SE′⊗OM ,[b′] = (SE,[b])(−1)
n+1
(iii) SE¯,[b¯] = SE,[b]
(iv) SFC,[hC] = SF,[h]
Proof. This follows immediately from the basic properties of analytic and combi-
natorial torsion discussed in Sections 3 and 4. For (ii) and (iii) one also has to use
P (ν(e)) = ν(P (e)) and P (e) = P (e¯), see Section 2. 
Remark 5.8. Proposition 5.7(ii) permits to verify Conjecture 5.1, up to sign, for
even dimensional orientable manifolds and parallel bilinear forms. More precisely,
let M be an even dimensional closed connected orientable smooth manifold with
vanishing Euler–Poincare´ characteristics. Let E be a flat complex vector bundle
over M and suppose b is a parallel fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear
form on E. Let e ∈ Eul(M ;Z) be an Euler structure. Then
τcombE,e = ±τanE,P (e),[b] (37)
i.e. in this situation Conjecture 5.1 holds up to sign. To see this, note that the
parallel bilinear form b and the choice of an orientation provides an isomorphism
of flat vector bundles b : E → E′ ⊗ OM which maps b to b′. Thus SE′⊗OM ,[b′] =
SE,[b]. Combining this with Proposition 5.7(ii) we obtain (SE,[b])2 = 1, and hence
(37). Note, however, that in this situation the arguments used to establish (31)
immediately yield ∏
q
(
det′(∆E,g,b,q)
)(−1)qq
= 1.
Corollary 5.9 below has been established by Braverman and Kappeler see [7,
Theorem 5.3] by comparing τanE,P (e),[b] with their refined analytic torsion, see [7,
Theorem 1.4]. We will give an elementary proof relying on Proposition 5.7 and a
trick similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 1.4 in [7].
Corollary 5.9. Let M be a closed connected smooth orientable manifold of odd
dimension. Suppose E is a flat complex vector bundle over M equipped with a
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form b. Let e∗ ∈ Eul∗(M ;C) be an integral
coEuler structure. Then, up to sign, τanE,e∗,[b] is independent of [b], cf. Remark 5.3.
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Proof. It suffices to show (SE,[b])2 is independent of [b]. The choice of an orientation
provides an isomorphism of flat vector bundles E′ ∼= E′⊗OM from which we obtain
SE′,[b′] = SE′⊗OM ,[b′] = SE,[b]
where the latter equality follows from Proposition 5.7(ii). Together with Proposi-
tion 5.7(i) we thus obtain
(SE,[b])2 = SE,[b] · SE′,[b′] = SE⊕E′,[b⊕b′]. (38)
Observe that on E ⊕E′ there exists a canonic (independent of b) symmetric non-
degenerate bilinear form bcan defined by
bcan
(
(x1, α1), (x2, α2)
)
:= α1(x2) + α2(x1), x1, x2 ∈ E, α1, α2 ∈ E′.
This bilinear form bcan is homotopic to b ⊕ b′, and thus
SE⊕E′,[b⊕b′] = SE⊕E′,[bcan].
Hence SE⊕E′,[b⊕b′] does not depend on [b]. In view of (38) the same holds for
(SE,[b])2, and the proof is complete.
To see that b⊕ b′ is indeed homotopic to bcan let us consider b as an isomor-
phism b : E → E′. For t ∈ R consider the endomorphisms
Φt : end(E ⊕ E′), Φt :=
(
idE cos t −b
−1 sin t
b sin t idE′ cos t
)
From Φt+s = ΦtΦs we conclude that every Φt is invertible. Consider the curve of
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear forms
bt := Φ
∗
t bcan, bt(X1, X2) = bcan(ΦtX1,ΦtX2), X1, X2 ∈ E ⊕ E′.
Then clearly b0 = bcan. An easy calculation shows bπ/4 = b⊕(−b′). Clearly, b⊕(−b′)
is homotopic to b⊕ b′. So we see that bcan is homotopic to b⊕ b′. 
Using a result of Cheeger [16, 17], Mu¨ller [28] and Bismut–Zhang [2] we will
next show that the absolute value of the relative torsion is always one. In odd di-
mensions this has been established by Braverman and Kappeler, see Theorem 1.10
in [7]. We will again use a trick similar to the one in [7].
Theorem 5.10. Suppose M is a closed connected smooth manifold with vanishing
Euler–Poincare´ characteristics. Let E be a flat complex vector bundle over M
equipped with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form b. Then |SE,[b]| = 1.
Proof. Note first that in view of Proposition 5.7(iii) and (i) we have
|SE,[b]|2 = SE,[b] · SE,[b] = SE⊕E¯,[b⊕b¯]. (39)
Set k := rankE, and observe that b provides a reduction of the structure group of
E to Ok(C). Since the inclusion Ok(R) ⊆ Ok(C) is a homotopy equivalence, the
structure group can thus be further reduced to Ok(R). In other words, there exists
a complex anti-linear involution ν : E → E such that
ν2 = idE , b(νx, y) = b(x, νy), b(x, νx) ≥ 0, x, y ∈ E.
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Then
µ : E ⊗ E → C, µ(x, y) := b(x, νy)
is a fiber wise positive definite Hermitian structure on E, anti-linear in the second
variable. Define a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form bµ on E ⊕ E¯ by
bµ
(
(x1, y1), (x2, y2)
)
:= µ(x1, y2) + µ(x2, y1).
We claim that the symmetric bilinear form bµ is homotopic to b ⊕ b¯. To see this,
consider ν : E → E¯ as a complex linear isomorphism. For t ∈ R, define
Φt ∈ end(E ⊕ E¯), Φt :=
(
idE cos t −ν
−1 sin t
ν sin t idE¯ cos t
)
From Φt+s = ΦtΦs we conclude that every Φt is invertible. Consider the curve of
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear forms
bt := Φ
∗
t b
µ, bt(X1, X2) = b
µ(ΦtX1,ΦtX2), X1, X2 ∈ E ⊕ E¯.
Clearly, b0 = b
µ. An easy computation shows bπ/4 = b ⊕ (−b¯). Since b ⊕ (−b¯) is
homotopic to b⊕ b¯ we see that bµ is indeed homotopic to b⊕ b¯. Together with (39)
we conclude
|SE,[b]|2 = SE⊕E¯,bµ . (40)
Next, recall that there is a canonic isomorphism of flat vector bundles
ψ : EC ∼= E ⊕ E¯, ψ(x + iy) := (x+ iy, x− iy), x, y ∈ E.
Consider the fiber wise positive definite symmetric real bilinear form h := ℜµ on
ER, the underlying real vector bundle. Its complexification hC is a non-degenerate
symmetric bilinear form on EC. A simple computations shows ψ∗bµ = 2hC. To-
gether with (40) we obtain
|SE,[b]|2 = SEC,2hC = SER,2h
where the last equation follows from Proposition 5.7(iv). The Bismut–Zhang the-
orem [2, Theorem 0.2] asserts that SER,2h = 1, see Remark 5.6, and the proof is
complete. 
Analyticity of the relative torsion
In this section we will show that the relative torsion SE,[b] depends holomorphically
on the flat connection, see Proposition 5.12 below. Combined with Theorem 5.10
this implies that SE,[b] is locally constant on the space of flat connections on a
fixed vector bundle, see Corollary 5.13 below. We start by establishing an explicit
formula for the relative torsion, see Proposition 5.11.
Suppose f : C1 → C2 is a homomorphism of finite dimensional complexes.
Consider the mapping cone C∗−12 ⊕ C∗1 with differential
(
d f
0 −d
)
. If C∗1 and C
∗
2
are equipped with graded non-degenerate symmetric bilinear forms b1 and b2 we
equip the mapping cylinder with the bilinear form b2 ⊕ b1. The resulting tor-
sion τ(f, b1, b2) := τC∗−12 ⊕C∗1 ,b2⊕b1
is called the relative torsion of f . It is a non-
degenerate bilinear form on the determinant line detH(C∗−12 ⊕C∗1 ). Recall that if
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f is a quasi isomorphism then C∗−12 ⊕ C∗1 is acyclic and
τ(f, b1, b2) =
(detH(f))(τC∗1 ,b1)
τC∗2 ,b2
(41)
where detH(f) : detH(C∗1 ) → detH(C∗2 ) denotes the isomorphism of complex
lines induces from the isomorphism in cohomology H(f) : H(C∗1 )→ H(C∗2 ).
Let us apply this to the integration homomorphism
Int : Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(γ)→ C∗(X ;E) (42)
where the notation is as in Proposition 4.7. Equip Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(γ) with the restric-
tion of βg,b, and equip C
∗(X ;E) with the bilinear form b|X obtained by restricting
b to the fibers over X . Since (42) is a quasi isomorphism the mapping cylinder is
acyclic and the corresponding relative torsion is a non-vanishing complex number
we will denote by
τ
(
Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(γ)
Int−−→ C∗b (X ;E)
)
∈ C×.
Proposition 5.11. Let M be a closed connected smooth manifold with vanishing
Euler–Poincare´ characteristics. Let E be a flat complex vector bundle over M . Let
g be a Riemannian metric, and let X be a Morse–Smale vector field on M . Suppose
b is a fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on E which is parallel in
a neighborhood of the critical points X . Moreover, let γ be a simple closed curve
around 0 which avoids the spectrum of ∆E,g,b. Then:
SE,[b] = τ
(
Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(γ)
Int−−→ C∗b (X ;E)
)
·
∏
q
(
detγ(∆E,g,b,q)
)(−1)qq · exp(−2 ∫
M\X
ωE,b ∧ (−X)∗Ψ(g)
)
The integral is absolutely convergent since ωE,b vanishes in a neighborhood of X .
Proof. Let x0 ∈M be a base point. For every critical point x ∈ X choose a path σx
with σx(0) = x0 and σx(1) = x. Set c :=
∑
x∈X (−1)ind(x)σx and consider the Euler
structure e := [−X, c] ∈ Eul(M ;Z). For the dual coEuler structure P (e) = [g, α]
we have, see (3), ∫
M\X
ωE,b ∧
(
(−X)∗Ψ(g)− α) = ∫
c
ωE,b. (43)
Let bx0 denote the bilinear form on the fiber Ex0 obtained by restricting b.
For x ∈ X let b˜x denote the bilinear form obtained from bx0 by parallel transport
along σx. Let b˜detC∗(X;E) denote the induced bilinear form on detC
∗(X ;E). This
is the bilinear form used in the definition of the combinatorial torsion. We want
to compare it with the bilinear form bdetC∗(X;E) on detC
∗(X ;E) induced by the
restriction b|X of b to the fibers over X . A simple computation similar to the proof
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of Lemma 2.2 yields
b˜detC∗(X;E) = exp
(
2
∫
c
ωE,b
)
· bdetC∗(X;E). (44)
Let τC∗(X;E),b|X denote the non-degenerate bilinear form on detH
∗(M ;E)
obtained from the torsion of the complex C∗(X ;E) equipped with the bilinear
form b|X via the isomorphism detH∗(M ;E) = detH(C∗(X ;E)), see (19) and
(20). Then, using (41),
τanE,g,b(γ)
τC∗(X;E),b|X
= τ
(
Ω∗g,b(M ;E)(γ)
Int−−→ C∗b (X ;E)
)
. (45)
Moreover, (44) implies
τcombE,e = τC∗(X;E),b|X · exp
(
2
∫
c
ωE,b
)
. (46)
From Proposition 4.7 we obtain
τanE,P (e),[b] = τ
an
E,g,b(γ) ·
∏
q
(
detγ(∆E,g,b,q)
)(−1)qq · exp(−2 ∫
M
ωE,b ∧ α
)
. (47)
Combining (43), (45), (46) and (47) we obtain the statement of the proposition. 
Consider an open subset U ⊆ C and a family of flat complex vector bundles
{Ez}z∈U . Such a family is called holomorphic if the underlying vector bundles are
the same for all z ∈ U and the mapping z 7→ ∇Ez is holomorphic into the affine
Fre´chet space of linear connections equipped with the C∞-topology.
Proposition 5.12. Let M be a closed connected smooth manifold with vanishing
Euler–Poincare´ characteristics. Let {Ez}z∈U be a holomorphic family of flat com-
plex vector bundles over M , and let bz be a holomorphic family of fiber wise non-
degenerate symmetric bilinear forms on Ez. Then SEz ,[bz] depends holomorphically
on z.
Proof. Let X be a Morse–Smale vector field on M . Let g be a Riemannian metric
onM . In view of Theorem 4.2 we may w.l.o.g. assume∇Ezbz = 0 in a neighborhood
of X . W.l.o.g. we may assume that there exists a simple closed curve γ around 0
so that the spectrum of ∆Ez ,g,bz avoids γ for all z ∈ U . From Proposition 5.11 we
know:
SEz ,[bz] = τ
(
Ω∗g,bz (M ;E
z)(γ)
Int−−→ C∗bz (X ;Ez)
)
·
∏
q
(
detγ(∆Ez ,g,bz,q)
)(−1)qq · exp(−2 ∫
M\X
ωEz,bz ∧ (−X)∗Ψ(g)
)
Since ∆Ez ,g,bz depends holomorphically on z, each of the three factors in this
expression for SEz,[bz] will depend holomorphically on z too. 
In odd dimensions the following result has been established by Braverman
and Kappeler, see Theorem 1.10 in [7].
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Corollary 5.13. LetM be a closed connected smooth manifold with vanishing Euler–
Poincare´ characteristics. Let E be a complex vector bundle over M , and let b be
a fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on E. Then the assignment
∇ 7→ S(E,∇),[b] is locally constant, and of absolute value one, on the space of flat
connections on E.
Proof. Note that in view of Theorem 5.10 and Proposition 5.12 the relative torsion
S(E,∇z),[b] is constant along every holomorphic path of flat connections z 7→ ∇z
on E. Moreover, note that two flat connections, contained in the same connected
component, can always be joined by a piecewise holomorphic path of flat connec-
tions. 
Using the Bismut–Zhang, Cheeger, Mu¨ller theorem again, we are able to
verify Conjecture 5.1 for flat connections contained in particular connected com-
ponents of the space of flat connections on a fixed complex vector bundle. More
precisely, we have2
Corollary 5.14. LetM be a closed connected smooth manifold with vanishing Euler–
Poincare´ characteristics. Let (F,∇F ) be a flat real vector bundle over M equipped
with a fiber wise Hermitian structure h. Let (E,∇E) denote the flat complex vector
bundle obtained by complexifying (F,∇F ), and let b denote the fiber wise non-
degenerate symmetric bilinear form on E obtained by complexifying h. Then, for
every flat connection ∇ on E which is contained in the connected component of
∇E, we have S(E,∇),[b] = 1.
Proof. In view of Corollary 5.13 it suffices to show S(E,∇E),[b] = 1. From Propo-
sition 5.7(iv) we have S(E,∇E),[b] = S(F,∇F ),[h]. In view of [2, Theorem 0.2], see
Remark 5.6, we indeed have S(F,∇F ),[h] = 1, and the statement follows. 
The circle, a simple explicit example
Consider M := S1. In this case it is possible to explicitly compute the combina-
torial and analytic torsion, see below. It turns out that Conjecture 5.1 holds true
for every flat vector bundle over the circle.
We think of S1 as {z ∈ C | |z| = 1}. Equip S1 with the standard Riemannian
metric g of circumference 2π. Orient S1 in the standard way. Let θ denote the
angular ‘coordinate’. Let ∂∂θ denote the corresponding vector field which is of
length 1 and induces the orientation. For the dual 1-form we write dθ.
Let k ∈ N and suppose a ∈ C∞(S1, glk(C)). Let Ea denote the trivial vector
bundle S1 × Ck equipped with the flat connection ∇ = ∂∂θ + a. Here and in what
follows we use the identifications Ω0(M ;Ea) = C∞(S1;Ck) = Ω1(M ;Ea) where
the latter stems from the global coframe dθ.
Let b ∈ C∞(S1, Sym×k (C)) where Sym×k (C) denotes the space of complex non-
degenerate symmetric k×k-matrices. We consider b as a fiber wise non-degenerate
2In a recent preprint [22] R.-T. Huang verified a similar statement for flat connections whose
connected component contains a flat connection which admits a parallel Hermitian structure.
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symmetric bilinear form on Ea. For the induced bilinear form on Ω∗(S1;Ea) we
have:
βg,b(v, w) =
∫
S1
vtbw dθ, v, w ∈ Ω0(S1;Ea) = C∞(S1,Ck)
βg,b(v, w) =
∫
S1
vtbw dθ, v, w ∈ Ω1(S1;Ea) = C∞(S1,Ck)
A straight forward computations yields:
dEa =
∂
∂θ + a
d♯Ea,g,b = − ∂∂θ − b−1b′ + b−1atb
∆Ea,g,b,0 = −
(
∂
∂θ
)2
+
(
b−1atb− b−1b′ − a) ∂∂θ + (b−1atba− b−1b′a− a′)
∆Ea,g,b,1 = −
(
∂
∂θ
)2
+
(
b−1atb− b−1b′ − a) ∂∂θ
+
(
(b−1atb)′ − (b−1b′)′ − ab−1b′ + ab−1atb)
b−1∇ ∂
∂θ
b = b−1b′ − b−1atb− a
ωEa,b = − 12 tr
(
b−1b′ − b−1atb− a)dθ = − 12(tr(b−1b′)− 2 tr(a))dθ
Here b′ := ∂∂θ b and a
′ := ∂∂θa.
Let us writeA ∈ GLk(C) for the holonomy in Ea along the standard generator
of π1(S
1). Recall that detA = exp
(∫
S1
tr(a)dθ
)
. Using the explicit formula in [9,
Theorem 1] we get:
det(∆Ea,g,b,1) = i
2k exp
(
i
2
∫
S1
tr
(
i(b−1atb− b−1b′ − a))dθ) det(1− (A−1 ∗
0 At
))
= exp
(1
2
∫
S1
tr(b−1b′)dθ
)
det(A− 1)2 detA−1
= exp
(1
2
∫
S1
(
tr(b−1b′)− 2 tr(a))dθ) det(A− 1)2
Consider the Euler structure e := [− ∂∂θ , 0] ∈ Eul(S1;Z), and the coEuler
structure e∗ := [g, 12 ] ∈ Eul∗(S1;C). Then P (e) = e∗, see (3). Assuming acyclicity,
i.e. 1 is not an eigen value of A, we conclude:
τanEa,e∗,[b] = det(A− 1)−2. (48)
Observe that this is independent of [b], cf. Remark 5.3.
Considering a Morse–Smale vector field X with two critical points and the
Euler structure e we obtain a Morse complex C∗(X ;Ea) isomorphic to
Ck
A−1−−−→ Ck
equipped with the standard bilinear form. From Example 3.2 we obtain
τcombEa,e = det(A− 1)−2
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which coincides with (48). So we see that τcombEa,e = τ
an
Ea,e∗,[b], i.e. SEa,[b] = 1,
whenever Ea is acyclic. From Proposition 5.12 we conclude SEa,[b] = 1 for all, not
necessarily acyclic, Ea. Thus Conjecture 5.1 holds for M = S1.
Remark 5.15. Recall the canonic coEuler structure e∗can = [g, 0] defined as the
unique fixed point of the involution on Eul∗(S1;C), see Section 2. Note that e∗can is
not integral. The computations above show that for the analytic torsion we have
τanEa,e∗can,[b] = s[b] detAdet(A− 1)
−2
where
s[b] = exp
(
−1
2
∫
S1
tr(b−1b′)
)
∈ {±1}
does depend on b. Note that this sign s[b] appears, although we consider the torsion
as a bilinear form, i.e. we essentially consider the square of what is traditionally
called the torsion.
On odd dimensional manifolds one often considers the analytic torsion with-
out a correction term, i.e. one considers τanE,e∗can,[b]
. Let us give two reasons why
this is not such a natural choice as it might seem. First, the celebrated fact that
the Ray–Singer torsion on odd dimensional manifolds does only depend on the flat
connection, is no longer true in the complex setting as the appearance of the sign
s[b] shows. Of course a different definition of complex valued analytic torsion might
circumvent this problem. More serious is the second point. One would expect that
the analytic torsion as considered above is the square of a rational function on the
space of acyclic representations of the fundamental group. As the computation for
the circle shows, this cannot be true for τanE,e∗can,[b]
, simply because
√
detA cannot
be rational in A ∈ GLk(C). Any reasonable definition of complex valued analytic
torsion will have to face this problem.
If one is willing to consider τanE,e∗,[b] where e
∗ is an integral coEuler structure
both problems disappear, assuming E admits a non-degenerate symmetric bilin-
ear form and Conjecture 5.1 is true. Then τanE,e∗,[b] is indeed independent of [b],
see Remark 5.3, and the dependence on e∗ is very simple, see Remark 4.4. More
importantly, τanE,e∗,[b] is the square of a rational function on the space of acyclic
representations of the fundamental group. This follows from the fact that τcombE,e
with P (e) = e∗ is the square of such a rational function, see [11].
6. Proof of the anomaly formula
We continue to use the notation of Section 4. The proof of Theorem 4.2 is based
on the following two results whose proof we postpone till Section 8.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose φ ∈ Γ(end(E)). Then
LIM
t→0
str
(
φe−t∆E,g,b
)
=
∫
M
tr(φ) e(g).
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Here LIM denotes the renormalized limit, see [1, Section 9.6], which in this case
is actually an ordinary limit.
Proposition 6.2. Suppose ξ ∈ Γ(end(TM)) is symmetric with respect to g, and let
Λ∗ξ ∈ end(Λ∗T ∗M) denote its extension to a derivation on Λ∗T ∗M . Then
LIM
t→0
str
((
Λ∗ξ − 12 tr(ξ)
)
e−t∆E,g,b
)
=
∫
M
tr(b−1∇Eb) ∧ (∂2 cs)(g, gξ).
Again LIM denotes the renormalized limit, which in this case is just the con-
stant term of the asymptotic expansion for t → 0. Moreover, we use the notation
(∂2 cs)(g, gξ) :=
∂
∂t |0 cs(g, g + tgξ).
Let us now give a proof of Theorem 4.2. Suppose gu and bu depend smoothly
on a real parameter u. Let γ be a simple closed curve around 0 and assume w.l.o.g.
that u varies in an open set U so that the spectrum of ∆u := ∆E,gu,bu avoids the
curve γ for all u ∈ U . Let Qu denote the spectral projection onto the eigen spaces
corresponding to eigen values in the exterior of γ, and Qu,q the part acting in
degree q. Let us write ∆˙u :=
∂
∂u∆u, and ∆˙u,q for the part acting in degree q.
From the variation formula for the determinant of generalized Laplacians, see for
instance [1, Proposition 9.38], we obtain
∂
∂u
log
∏
q
(
detγ(∆u,q)
)(−1)qq
=
∑
q
(−1)qq
( ∂
∂u
log detγ(∆u,q)
)
=
∑
q
(−1)qq
(
LIM
t→0
tr
(
∆˙u,q(∆u,q)
−1Qu,qe
−t∆u,q
))
= LIM
t→0
str
(
N∆˙u∆
−1
u Que
−t∆u
)
(49)
where N denotes the grading operator which acts by multiplication with q on
Ωq(M ;E).
Choose u0 ∈ U and define Gu ∈ Γ(Aut(TM)) by
gu(a, b) = gu0(Gua, b) = gu0(a,Gub)
and similarly Bu ∈ Γ(Aut(E)) by
bu(e, f) = bu0(Bue, f) = bu0(e,Buf).
Let Λ∗G−1u denote the natural extension of G
−1
u to Γ(Aut(Λ
∗T ∗M)) and define
Au = det(Gu)
1/2 · Λ∗G−1u ⊗Bu ∈ Γ(Aut(Λ∗T ∗M ⊗ E)).
Then
βgu,bu(v, w) = βgu0 ,bu0 (Auv, w) = βgu0 ,bu0 (v,Auw), v, w ∈ Ω(M ;E). (50)
Abbreviating d♯u := d
♯
E,gu,bu
we immediately get
d♯u := A
−1
u d
♯
u0Au.
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Writing A˙u :=
∂
∂uAu, g˙u :=
∂
∂ugu and b˙u :=
∂
∂ubu we have
A−1u A˙u =
(−Λ∗(g−1u g˙u) + 12 tr(g−1u g˙u))⊗ 1 + 1⊗ (b−1u b˙u) ∈ Γ(end(Λ∗T ∗M ⊗ E))
(51)
where Λ∗(g−1u g˙u) denotes the extension of g
−1
u g˙u ∈ Γ(end(TM)) to a derivation
on Λ∗T ∗M .
Let us write d := dE and d˙
♯
u :=
∂
∂ud
♯
u. Using the obvious relations ∆˙u =
[d, d˙♯u], [N, d] = d, [d,∆u] = 0, [d,Qu] = 0, d˙
♯
u = [d
♯
u, A
−1
u A˙u] and the fact that the
super trace vanishes on super commutators we get:
str
(
N∆˙u∆
−1
u Que
−t∆u
)
= str
(
Ndd˙♯u∆
−1
u Que
−t∆u
)
+ str
(
Nd˙♯ud∆
−1
u Que
−t∆u
)
= str
(
dd˙♯u∆
−1
u Que
−t∆u
)
= str
(
dd♯uA
−1
u A˙u∆
−1
u Que
−t∆u
)
− str(dA−1u A˙ud♯u∆−1u Que−t∆u)
= str
(
A−1u A˙u(dd
♯
u + d
♯
ud)∆
−1
u Que
−t∆u
)
= str
(
A−1u A˙uQue
−t∆u
)
Together with (49) this gives
∂
∂u
log
∏
q
(
detγ(∆u,q)
)(−1)qq
= LIM
t→0
str
(
A−1u A˙uQue
−t∆u
)
(52)
Let us write Ω∗u := Ω
∗
E,gu,bu
(M ;E)(γ). Note that this is a family of finite
dimensional complexes smoothly parametrized by u ∈ U . Let Pu = 1−Qu denote
the spectral projection of ∆u onto Ω
∗
u. Note that since strPuPu = const we have
strPuP˙u = 0. For sufficiently small w−u the restriction of the spectral projection
Pw|Ω∗u : Ω∗u → Ω∗w is an isomorphism of complexes. We get a commutative diagram
of determinant lines:
detΩ∗u //
det(Pw |Ω∗u)

detH(Ω∗u)
detH(Pw |Ω∗u )

// detH∗(M ;E)
detH(Pw)=1

detΩ∗w // detH(Ω
∗
w) // detH
∗(M ;E)
Writing βu := βE,gu,bu and τ
an
u (γ) := τ
an
E,gu,bu
(γ), we obtain, for sufficiently small
w − u,
τanw (γ)
τanu (γ)
= sdet
(
(βu|Ω∗u)−1(Pw|Ω∗u)∗βw
)
. (53)
Here the two non-degenerate bilinear forms βu|Ω∗u and (Pw|Ω∗u)∗βw on Ω∗u are
considered as isomorphisms from Ω∗u to its dual, hence (βu|Ω∗u)−1(Pw |Ω∗u)∗βw is an
automorphism of Ω∗u. Using (50) we find
(βu|Ω∗u)−1(Pw|Ω∗u)∗βw = PuA−1u AwPw|Ω∗u .
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Using (53) we thus obtain
τanw (γ)
τanu (γ)
= sdet
(
PuA
−1
u AwPw|Ω∗u
)
.
In view of str(PuP˙u) = 0 we get
∂
∂w
∣∣∣
u
(
τanw (γ)
τanu (γ)
)
= str
(
PuA
−1
u A˙uPu + PuA
−1
u AuP˙u
)
= str
(
A−1u A˙uPu
)
.
Combining this with (52) and Proposition 4.7 we obtain
∂
∂w
∣∣∣
u
(
τanw (0) ·
∏
q(det
′∆w,q)
(−1)qq
τanu (0) ·
∏
q(det
′∆u,q)(−1)
qq
)
= LIM
t→0
str
(
A−1u A˙ue
−t∆u
)
. (54)
Applying Proposition 6.1 to φ = b−1u b˙u we obtain
LIM
t→0
str
(
b−1u b˙ue
−t∆u
)
=
∫
M
tr(b−1u b˙u) e(gu).
Using Proposition 6.2 with ξ = g−1u g˙u we get
LIM
t→0
str
((
Λ∗(g−1u g˙u)− 12 tr(g−1u g˙u)
)
e−t∆u
)
=
∫
M
tr(b−1u ∇Ebu) ∧ (∂2 cs)(gu, g˙u).
Using (51) we conclude
LIM
t→0
str
(
A−1u A˙ue
−t∆u
)
=
∫
M
tr(b−1u b˙u) e(gu)−
∫
M
tr(b−1u ∇Ebu) ∧ (∂2 cs)(gu, g˙u). (55)
Let us finally turn to the correction term. If [gu, αu] ∈ Eul∗(M ;C) represent
the same coEuler structure then αw − αu = cs(gu, gw) and thus
∂
∂u
αu =
∂
∂w
∣∣∣
u
cs(gu, gw) = (∂2 cs)(gu, g˙u).
Moreover, we have
∂
∂u
tr(b−1u ∇Ebu) = tr
(−b−1u b˙ub−1u ∇Ebu)+ tr(b−1u ∇E b˙u)
= tr
(−b−1u (∇Ebu)b−1u b˙u)+ tr(b−1u ∇E b˙u)
= tr
(
(∇Eb−1u )b˙u
)
+ tr
(
b−1u ∇E b˙u
)
= tr
(∇E(b−1u b˙u))
= d tr(b−1u b˙u).
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Using −2ωE,bu = tr(b−1u ∇Ebu), dαu = e(gu) and Stokes’ theorem we get
∂
∂u
∫
M
−2ωE,bu ∧ αu =
∫
M
d tr(b−1u b˙u) ∧ αu +
∫
M
tr(b−1u ∇Ebu) ∧ (∂2 cs)(gu, g˙u)
= −
∫
M
tr(b−1u b˙u) e(gu) +
∫
M
tr(b−1u ∇Ebu) ∧ (∂2 cs)(gu, g˙u). (56)
Combining (54), (55) and (56) we obtain
∂
∂w
∣∣∣
u
τanE,gw,bw,αw
τanE,gu,bu,αu
= 0.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
7. Asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel
In this section we will consider Dirac operators associated to a class of Clifford
super connections. The main result Theorem 7.1 below computes the leading and
subleading terms of the asymptotic expansion of the corresponding heat kernels.
In Section 8 we will apply these results to the Laplacians introduced in Section 4
which are squares of such Dirac operators. We refer to [1] for background on the
Clifford super connection formalism.
Let (M, g) be a closed Riemannian manifold of dimension n. Let Cl =
Cl(T ∗M, g) denote the corresponding Clifford bundle. Recall that Cl = Cl+⊕Cl−
is a bundle of Z2-graded filtered algebras, and let us write Clk for the subbundle
of filtration degree k. Recall that we have the symbol map
σ : Cl→ Λ∗T ∗M, σ(a) := c(a) · 1
where c denotes the usual Clifford action on Λ∗T ∗M . Explicitly, for a ∈ T ∗xM ⊆
Clx and α ∈ Λ∗T ∗xM we have c(a) ·α = a∧α− i♯aα, where ♯a = g−1a ∈ TxM and
i♯a denotes contraction with ♯a. Here the metric is considered as an isomorphism
g : TM → T ∗M and g−1 denotes its inverse. Recall that σ is an isomorphism
of filtered Z2-graded vector bundles inducing an isomorphism on the associated
graded bundles of algebras.
Let E = E+⊕E− be a Z2-graded complex Clifford module overM . The forms
with values in E inherit a Z2-grading which will be denoted by:
Ω(M ; E) = Ω(M ; E)+ ⊕ Ω(M ; E)−
We have Ω(M ; E)+ = Ωeven(M ; E+) ⊕ Ωodd(M ; E−) and similarly for Ω(M ; E)−.
Let us write endCl(E) for the bundle of algebras of endomorphisms of E which
(super) commute with the Clifford action, and let us indicate its Z2-grading by:
endCl(E) = end+Cl(E)⊕ end−Cl(E)
Recall that we have a canonic isomorphism of bundles of Z2-graded algebras
end(E) = Cl⊗ endCl(E). (57)
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Suppose A : Ω(M ; E)± → Ω(M ; E)∓ is a Clifford super connection, see [1,
Definition 3.39]. Recall that with respect to (57) its curvature A2 ∈ Ω(M ; end(E))+
decomposes as
A2 = RCl ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ F E/S
A
(58)
where RCl ∈ Ω2(M ; Cl2) with Cl2 := σ−1(Λ2T ∗M) ⊆ Cl+ is a variant of the
Riemannian curvature
RCl(X,Y ) = 14
∑
i,j
g(RX,Y ei, ej)c
icj (59)
and F
E/S
A
∈ Ω(M ; endCl(E))+ is called the twisting curvature, see [1, Proposi-
tion 3.43]. Here ei is a local orthonormal frame of TM , e
i := gei denotes its dual
local coframe and ci = c(ei) denotes Clifford multiplication with ei.
Recall that the Dirac operatorDA associated to the Clifford super connection
A is given by the composition
Γ(E) A−→ Ω(M ; E) = Γ(Λ∗T ∗M ⊗ E) σ
−1⊗1E−−−−−→ Γ(Cl⊗E) c−→ Γ(E)
where c : Cl⊗E → E denotes Clifford multiplication.
We will from now on restrict to very special Clifford super connections on E
which are of the form
A = ∇+A
where ∇ : Ω∗(M ; E±) → Ω∗+1(M ; E±) is a Clifford connection on E , and A ∈
Ω0(M ; end−Cl(E)). For the associated Dirac operator acting on Γ(E) we have
DA = D∇ +A.
Consider the induced connection ∇ : Ω∗(M ; end±(E)) → Ω∗+1(M ; end±(E)).
Since ∇ is a Clifford connection this induced connection preserves the subbun-
dle endCl(E). Moreover, we have [D∇, A] = c(∇A) and thus
D2A = D
2
∇ + c(∇A) +A2. (60)
Here ∇A ∈ Ω1(M ; end−Cl(E)), A2 ∈ Ω0(M ; end+Cl(E)), and the Clifford action c(B)
of B ∈ Ω(M ; end(E)) on Γ(E) is given by the composition:
Γ(E) B−→ Ω(M ; E) = Γ(Λ∗T ∗M ⊗ E) σ
−1⊗1E−−−−−→ Γ(Cl⊗E) c−→ Γ(E)
Note that for B ∈ Ω0(M ; end(E)) the Clifford action coincides with the usual
action c(B) = B.
Theorem 7.1. Let E be a Z2-graded complex Clifford bundle over a closed Rie-
mannian manifold (M, g) of dimension n. Suppose ∇ is a Clifford connection on
E and A ∈ Ω0(M ; end−Cl(E)). Consider the Clifford super connection A = ∇ + A
and the associated Dirac operator DA acting on Γ(E). Let Ωg ∈ Ωn(M ;OCM ) denote
the volume density associated with the Riemannian metric g. Let kt ∈ Γ(end(E))
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so that ktΩg is the restriction of the kernel of e
−tD2
A to the diagonal in M ×M .
Consider its asymptotic expansion
kt ∼ (4πt)−n/2
∑
i≥0
tik˜i as t→ 0 (61)
with k˜i ∈ Γ(end(E)), see [1, Theorem 2.30]. Then
k˜i ∈ Γ(Cl2i⊗ endCl(E)) ⊆ Γ(Cl⊗ endCl(E)) = Γ(end(E)). (62)
Moreover, with the help of the symbol map
σ : Γ(end(E)) = Γ(Cl⊗ endCl(E)) σ⊗1−−−→ Ω∗(M ; endCl(E))
and writing α[j] for the j-form piece of α we have∑
i≥0
σ(k˜i)[2i] = Aˆg ∧ exp(−F E/S∇ ). (63)
Here Aˆg ∈ Ω4∗(M ;R) denotes the Aˆ-genus
Aˆg = det
1/2
(
R/2
sinh(R/2)
)
and R ∈ Ω2(M ; end(TM)) the Riemannian curvature. Moreover, we have
∑
i≥0
σ(k˜i)[2i−1] = −∇
(
Aˆg ∧
(
ead(−F
E/S
∇
) − 1
ad(−F E/S∇ )
A
)
∧ exp(−F E/S∇ )
)
(64)
where ad(F
E/S
∇ ) : Ω
∗(M ; end±Cl(E))→ Ω∗+2(M ; end±Cl(E)), is given by
ad(F
E/S
∇ )φ := F
E/S
∇ ∧ φ− φ ∧ F E/S∇ .
Remark 7.2. Note that (62) and (63) tell that on this level the asymptotic expan-
sions for e−tD
2
A and e−tD
2
∇ are the same.
Proof. The proof below parallels the one of Theorem 4.1 in [1] where the caseA = 0
is treated. It too is based on Getzler’s scaling techniques, see [21]. In order to prove
Theorem 7.1 we need to compute one more term in the asymptotic expansion of
the rescaled operator.
The calculation is local. Let x0 ∈ M . Use normal coordinates, i.e. the expo-
nential mapping of g, to identify a convex neighborhood U of 0 ∈ Tx0M with a
neighborhood of x0. Choose an orthonormal basis {∂i} of Tx0M and linear coordi-
nates x = (x1, . . . , xn) on Tx0M such that {dxi} is dual to {∂i}. Let R :=
∑
i x
i∂i
denote the radial vector field. Note that every affinely parametrized line through
the origin in Tx0M is a geodesic. Let {ei} denote the local orthonormal frame
of TM obtained from {∂i} by parallel transport along R, i.e. ∇gRei = 0 and
ei(x0) = ∂i. Let {ei} denote the dual local coframe.
Trivialize E with the help of radial parallel transport by ∇. Use this trivializa-
tion to identify Γ(E|U ) with C∞(U, E0), where E0 := Ex0 . Let ω ∈ Ω1(U ; end(E0))
denote the connection one form of this trivialization, i.e. ∇∂i = ∂i+ω(∂i). For the
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curvature F of ∇ we then have F = dω+ω∧ω ∈ Ω2(M ; end+(E0)). By the choice
of trivialization of E|U we have iRω = 0 and thus iRF = iR(dω + ω ∧ ω) = iRdω.
Contracting this with ∂i and using [∂i,R] = ∂i we obtain
− F (∂i,R) = F (R, ∂i) = (dω)(R, ∂i) = (LR + 1)(ω(∂i)) (65)
where LR denotes Lie derivative with respect to the vector field R. Let ω(∂i) ∼∑
α
∂αω(∂i)x0
α! x
α denote the Taylor expansion of ω(∂i) at x0, written with the help
of multi index notation. Using LRx
α = |α|xα we obtain the following Taylor expan-
sion (LR + 1)(ω(∂i)) ∼
∑
α
(|α|+ 1)∂αω(∂i)x0α! xα. If F (∂i, ∂j) ∼∑α ∂αF (∂i,∂j)x0α! xα
denotes the Taylor expansion of F (∂i, ∂j) at x0 then we obtain the Taylor expan-
sion F (∂i,R) ∼
∑
j,α
∂αF (∂i,∂j)x0
α! x
jxα. Comparing the Taylor expansions of both
sides of (65) we obtain the Taylor expansion, cf. Proposition 1.18 in [1],
∇∂i − ∂i = ω(∂i) ∼ −
∑
j,α
∂αF (∂i, ∂j)x0
(|α|+ 2)α! x
jxα.
For the first few terms this gives:
∇∂i = ∂i − 12
∑
j
F (∂i, ∂j)x0x
j − 13
∑
j,k
∂kF (∂i, ∂j)x0x
jxk +O(|x|3) (66)
Let ci := c(ei) ∈ Γ(E|U ) = C∞(U, end(E0)) denote Clifford multiplica-
tion with ei. Since ∇gRei = 0 and since ∇ is a Clifford connection we have
∇Rci = c(∇gRei) = 0. So we see that ci is actually a constant in end(E0), cf.
[1, Lemma 4.14]. Particularly, our trivialization of E|U identifies Γ(endCl(E|U ))
with C∞(U, endCl(E0)). Recall that
F (∂i, ∂j) =
1
4
∑
l,m
g(R∂i,∂jel, em)c
lcm + F
E/S
∇ (∂i, ∂j)
with F
E/S
∇ ∈ Ω2(U ; end+Cl(E0)). From (66) we thus obtain, cf. [1, Lemma 4.15],
∇∂i = ∂i − 18
∑
j,l,m
g(R∂i,∂jel, em)x0x
jclcm
− 112
∑
j,k,l,m
∂kg(R∂i,∂jel, em)x0x
jxkclcm
+
∑
l,m
uilm(x)c
lcm + vi(x) (67)
with uilm(x) = O(|x|3) ∈ C∞(U) and vi(x) = O(|x|) ∈ C∞(U, endCl(E0)).
Let ∆ denote the connection Laplacian given by the composition
Γ(E) ∇−→ Γ(T ∗M ⊗ E) ∇
g⊗1+1⊗∇−−−−−−−−→ Γ(T ∗M ⊗ T ∗M ⊗ E) − trg−−−→ Γ(E)
Let r denote the scalar curvature of g and recall Lichnerowicz’ formula [1, Theo-
rem 3.52]
D2∇ = ∆+ c(F
E/S
∇ ) +
r
4 .
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Recall our Clifford super connection A = ∇+A with A ∈ Ω0(M ; end−Cl(E)). Since
D2
A
= D2∇ + c(∇A) +A2 we obtain
D2A = ∆+ c
(
F
E/S
∇ +∇A
)
+A2 + r4 . (68)
Use the symbol map to identify end(E0) = Λ∗T ∗x0M⊗endCl(E0). For 0 < u ≤ 1
and α ∈ C∞(R+ × U,Λ∗T ∗x0M ⊗ endCl(E0)) define Getzler’s rescaling
(δuα)(t,x) :=
∑
i
u−i/2α(ut, u1/2x)[i].
Consider the kernel p ∈ C∞(R+ × U,Λ∗T ∗x0M ⊗ endCl(E0)) of e−tD2A , p(t,x) =
pt(x, x0). Note that p(t, 0) = kt(x0). Define the rescaled kernel ru := u
n/2δup and
the rescaled operator Lu := uδuD
2
A
δ−1u . Since (∂t+D
2
A
)p = 0 and δu∂tδ
−1
u = u
−1∂t
we have
(∂t + Lu)ru = 0. (69)
Note that setting t = 1 and x = 0 and using (61) we get an asymptotic expansion
ru(1, 0) ∼ (4π)−n/2
∑
j≥−n
uj/2
∑
i≥0
σ
(
k˜i(x0)
)
[2i−j]
as u→ 0. (70)
The claim (62) just states that the terms for −n ≤ j < 0 vanish, i.e. there are no
Laurent terms in (70). Statements (63) and (64) are explicit expressions for the
term j = 0 and j = 1 in (70).
Let us compute the first terms in the asymptotic expansion of Lu in powers
of u1/2. Let us write εj for the exterior multiplication with ej , and ιj for the
contraction with ej . Note that
δuε
jδ−1u = u
−1/2εj , δuι
jδ−1u = u
1/2ιj , δu∂iδ
−1
u = u
−1/2∂i
and recall that cj = εj − ιj . Let us look at the simplest part first. Clearly,
uδu(A
2 + r4 )δ
−1
u = O(u) as u→ 0. (71)
Next we have ∇A =∑i(∇eiA)ei, hence c(∇A) =∑i(∇eiA)ci and therefore
uδuc(∇A)δ−1u = u1/2A′ +O(u3/2) as u→ 0, (72)
where A′ :=
∑
i(∇∂iA)x0εi. Moreover, F E/S∇ = 12
∑
i,j F
E/S
∇ (ei, ej)e
i ∧ ej , hence
c(F
E/S
∇ ) =
1
2
∑
i,j F
E/S
∇ (ei, ej)c
icj , and thus
uδuc(F
E/S
∇ )δ
−1
u = F+O(u) as u→ 0, (73)
where F := 12
∑
i,j F
E/S
∇ (∂i, ∂j)x0ε
iεj . From (67) we easily get
u1/2δu∇∂iδ−1u = ∂i − 14
∑
j
Rijx
j + u1/2R′i +O(u) as u→ 0,
where Rij :=
1
2
∑
l,m g(R∂i,∂jel, em)x0ε
lεm and R′i is an operator which acts on
C∞
(
U,Λeven/oddT ∗x0M ⊗ endCl(E0)
)
in a way which preserves the parity of the
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form degree. Using the formula ∆ = −∑i((∇ei)2 − ∇∇gei ei) and the fact that∇geiei vanishes at x0 we obtain
uδu∆δ
−1
u = −
∑
i
(
∂i − 14
∑
j
Rijx
j
)2
+ u1/2Keven +O(u) as u→ 0, (74)
where Keven acts on C∞
(
U,Λeven/oddT ∗x0M ⊗ endCl(E0)
)
in a parity preserving
way. Let us write
K := −
∑
i
(
∂i − 14
∑
j
Rijx
j
)2
+ F.
Then (71), (72), (73), (74) together with (68) finally give
Lu = K+ u
1/2
(
A
′ +Keven
)
+O(u) as u→ 0. (75)
Recall, see [1, Lemma 4.19], that there exist Λ∗T ∗M⊗endCl(E0) valued poly-
nomials r˜i on R× U so that we have an asymptotic expansion
ru(t,x) ∼ qt(x)
∑
j≥−n
uj/2r˜j(t,x) as u→ 0, (76)
where qt(x) = (4πt)
−n/2e−|x|
2/4t. Moreover, the initial condition for the heat ker-
nel translates to
r˜j(0, 0) = δj,0. (77)
Setting t = 1, x = 0 in (76) we get
ru(1, 0) ∼ (4π)−n/2
∑
j≥−n
uj/2r˜j(1, 0) as u→ 0. (78)
Comparing this with (70) we obtain
r˜j(1, 0) =
∑
i≥0
σ(k˜i)[2i−j](x0). (79)
Expanding the equation (∂t + Lu)ru = 0 in a power series in u
1/2 with the
help of (76) and (75) the leading term qr˜l satisfies (∂t + K)(qr˜l) = 0. Because of
the initial condition (77) and the uniqueness of formal solutions [1, Theorem 4.13]
we must have l ≥ 0 and thus r˜j = 0 for j < 0. In view of (79) this proves (62).
So qr˜0 satisfies (∂t +K)(qr˜0) = 0 with initial condition r˜0(0, 0) = 1, see (77).
Mehler’s formula [1, Theorem 4.13] provides an explicit solution:
qt(x)r˜0(t,x)
= (4πt)−n/2det1/2
(
tR/2
sinh(tR/2)
)
∧ exp
(
− 14t
〈
x
∣∣ tR
2 coth(
tR
2 )
∣∣ x〉) ∧ exp(−tF)
Setting t = 1, x = 0 we obtain
r˜0(1, 0) = det
1/2
(
R/2
sinh(R/2)
)
∧ exp(−F). (80)
In view of (79) we thus have established (63).
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The term qr˜1 satisfies (∂t + K)(qr˜1) = −(A′ +Keven)(q˜r0). Let us write
r˜1(t,x) = r˜
even
1 (t,x) + r˜
odd
1 (t,x)
with r˜even1 (t,x) ∈ ΛevenT ∗x0M ⊗ endCl(E0) and r˜odd1 (t,x) ∈ ΛoddT ∗x0M ⊗ endCl(E0).
Note that in view of (79) we have
r˜1(1, 0) =
∑
i≥0
σ(k˜i)[2i−1](x0) = r˜
odd
1 (1, 0). (81)
It thus suffices to determine r˜odd1 . Since
(Keven(qr˜0))(t,x) ∈ ΛevenT ∗x0M ⊗ endCl(E0)
(A′(qr˜0))(t,x) ∈ ΛoddT ∗x0M ⊗ endCl(E0)
we must have (∂t + K)(qr˜
odd
1 ) = −A′(qr˜0). We make the following ansatz, we
suppose that r˜odd1 = Br˜0 with B ∈ C∞(R,ΛoddT ∗x0M ⊗ endCl(E0)). Then
(∂t + K)(qr˜
odd
1 ) = (∂tB)qr˜0 +B∂t(qr˜0) + K(Bqr˜0)
= (∂tB)qr˜0 −BK(qr˜0) + K(Bqr˜0)
= (∂tB)qr˜0 −BFqr˜0 + FBqr˜0
=
(
∂tB + ad(F)B
)
qr˜0
Hence we have to solve ∂tB = ad(−F)B−A′ with initial condition B(0) = 0. This
is easily carried out and we find the solution:
B(t) = −e
ad(−tF) − 1
ad(−F) A
′
Thus qBr˜0 satisfies (∂t+K)(qBr˜0) = −A′(qr˜0) with initial condition (Br˜0)(0, 0) =
0. Again, the uniqueness of formal solutions of the heat equation guarantees that
we actually have r˜odd1 = Br˜0. Setting t = 1, x = 0 and using (80) we get
r˜odd1 (1, 0) = B(1)r˜0(1, 0) = −det1/2
(
R/2
sinh(R/2)
)
∧
(
ead(−F) − 1
ad(−F) A
′
)
∧ exp(−F).
Using (81) we conclude
∑
i≥0
σ(k˜i)[2i−1] = −Aˆg ∧
(
ead(−F
E/S
∇
) − 1
ad(−F E/S∇ )
∇A
)
∧ exp(−F E/S∇ ).
The Bianchi identity ∇F E/S∇ = 0 implies ∇ exp(−F E/S∇ ) = 0, ∇ ad(−F E/S∇ ) = 0,
and similarly dAˆg = 0, from which we finally obtain (64). 
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Certain heat traces
Since E is Z2-graded we have a super trace strE : Γ(end(E)) → Ω0(M ;C). If n
is even we will also make use of the so called relative super trace, see [1, Defini-
tion 3.28], strE/S : Γ(endCl(E))→ Ω0(M ;OCM )
strE/S(b) := 2
−n/2 strE(c(Γ)b).
Here Γ ∈ Γ(Cl⊗OCM ) denotes the chirality element, see [1, Lemma 3.17]. With
respect to a local orthonormal frame {ei} of TM and its dual local coframe {ei}
the chirality element Γ is given as in/2e1 · · · en times the orientation of (e1, . . . , en).
This relative super trace gives rise to
strE/S : Ω
∗(M ; endCl(E))→ Ω∗(M ;OCM )
which will be denoted by the same symbol. For every φ ∈ Γ(end(E)) we have
(strE(φ)) · Ωg = (i/2)−n/2 strE/S
(
σ(φ)[n]
)
, (82)
where Ωg ∈ Ωn(M ;OCM ) denotes the volume density associated with g. To see (82)
note first that
Cln−1 = [Cl,Cl] (83)
where Clk denotes the filtration on Cl, see [1, Proof of Proposition 3.21]. Hence
both sides of (82) vanish on Γ(Cln−1⊗ endCl(E)). It remains to check (82) on
sections of Cl /Cln−1⊗ endCl(E), but for these the desired equality follows imme-
diately from the definition of the relative super trace.
Lemma 7.3. Let DA be a Dirac operator and k˜i ∈ Γ(end(E)) as in Theorem 7.1.
Moreover, let Φ ∈ Γ(end(E)). Then, for even n, we have
LIM
t→0
str
(
Φe−tD
2
A
)
= (2πi)−n/2
∫
M
strE/S
(
σ(Φk˜n/2)[n]
)
,
whereas LIMt→0 str
(
Φe−tD
2
A
)
= 0 if n is odd. Here LIM denotes the renormalized
limit [1, Section 9.6] which in this case is just the constant term in the asymptotic
expansion for t→ 0.
Proof. For odd n this follows immediately from (61). So assume n is even. Recall
from [1, Proposition 2.32] that
str
(
Φe−tD
2
A
)
=
∫
M
strE(Φkt) · Ωg. (84)
Combining this with (82) we obtain
str
(
Φe−tD
2
A
)
= (i/2)−n/2
∫
M
strE/S
(
σ(Φkt)[n]
)
We thus get an asymptotic expansion, see (61),
str
(
Φe−tD
2
A
) ∼ (2πit)−n/2∑
i≥0
ti
∫
M
strE/S
(
σ(Φk˜i)[n]
)
as t→ 0,
from which the desired formula follows at once. 
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Corollary 7.4. Let DA be a Dirac operator as in Theorem 7.1. Moreover, let U ∈
Γ(endCl(E)). Then, for even n, we have
LIM
t→0
str(Ue−tD
2
A) = (2πi)−n/2
∫
M
Aˆg ∧ strE/S
(
U exp(−F E/S∇ )
)
, (85)
whereas LIMt→0 str(Ue
−tD2
A) = 0 if n is odd.
Proof. For odd n this follows immediately from Lemma 7.3. So assume n is even.
Since σ(Uk˜i)[n] = Uσ(k˜i)[n] Theorem 7.1 yields
strE/S
(
σ(Uk˜n/2)[n]
)
=
(
Aˆg ∧ strE/S
(
U exp(−F E/S∇ )
))
[n]
.
Equation (85) then follows from Lemma 7.3. 
Corollary 7.5. Let DA be a Dirac operator as in Theorem 7.1. Moreover, suppose
V ∈ Ω1(M ; endCl(E)), let c(V ) ∈ Γ(end(E)) denote Clifford multiplication with V ,
and consider ∇V ∈ Ω2(M ; endCl(E)). Then, for even n, we have
LIM
t→0
str
(
c(V )e−tD
2
A
)
=
− (2πi)−n/2
∫
M
Aˆg ∧ strE/S
((
ead(−F
E/S
∇
) − 1
ad(−F E/S∇ )
A
)
∧ exp(−F E/S∇ ) ∧ ∇V
)
, (86)
whereas LIMt→0 str
(
c(V )e−tD
2
A
)
= 0 if n is odd.
Proof. If n is odd the statement follows immediately from Lemma 7.3. So assume
n is even. Since σ
(
c(V )k˜i
)
[n]
= V ∧ σ(k˜i)[n−1] Theorem 7.1 yields
strE/S
(
σ
(
c(V )k˜n/2
)
[n]
)
= − strE/S
(
V ∧ ∇
(
Aˆg ∧
(
ead(−F
E/S
∇
) − 1
ad(−F E/S∇ )
A
)
∧ exp(−F E/S∇ )
))
[n]
.
= − strE/S
(
∇
(
Aˆg ∧
(
ead(−F
E/S
∇
) − 1
ad(−F E/S∇ )
A
)
∧ exp(−F E/S∇ )
)
∧ V
)
[n]
.
Applying Lemma 7.3 and using Stokes’ theorem we obtain (86). 
8. Application to Laplacians
Below we will see that the Laplacians ∆E,g,b introduced in Section 4 are the squares
of Dirac operators of the kind considered in Section 7. Applying Corollaries 7.4
and 7.5 will lead to a proofs of Propositions 6.1 and 6.2, respectively.
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The exterior algebra as Clifford module
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n. In order to understand the
Clifford module structure of Λ := Λ∗T ∗M we first note that Λ is a Clifford module
for Cˆl := Cl(T ∗M,−g) too. Let us write cˆ for the Clifford multiplication of Cˆl on
Λ. Explicitly, for a ∈ T ∗xM ⊆ Cˆl and α ∈ Λ∗T ∗xM we have cˆ(a)α = a ∧ α + i♯aα,
where ♯a := g−1a ∈ TxM and i♯a denotes contraction with ♯a. It follows from this
formula that every cˆ(a) commutes with the Clifford action of Cl. We thus obtain
an isomorphism of Z2-graded filtered algebras
cˆ : Cˆl→ endCl(Λ).
Let us write
σˆ : Cˆl→ Λ, σˆ(a) := cˆ(a) · 1
for the symbol map of Cˆl.
As in (59) define RCˆl ∈ Ω2(M ; Cˆl) by
RCˆl(X,Y ) := − 14
∑
i,j
g
(
R(X,Y )ei, ej
)
cˆicˆj
where X and Y are two vector fields, {ei} is a local orthonormal frame, {ei}
denotes its dual local coframe, and cˆi := cˆ(ei). For the twisting curvature F
Λ/S
∇g ∈
Ω2(M ; endCl(Λ)) we then have, see [1, Page 145],
F
Λ/S
∇g = (1⊗ cˆ)(RCˆl) ∈ Ω2(M ; endCl(Λ)), (87)
where (1 ⊗ cˆ) : Ω(M ; Cˆl) → Ω(M ; endCl(Λ)). Indeed, the curvature of Λ, RΛ ∈
Ω2(M ; end(Λ)), can be written as
RΛ(X,Y ) =
∑
i,j
g
(
R(X,Y )ei, ej
)
1
2 (ε
jιi − εiιj) ∈ Γ(end(Λ))
where εj ∈ Γ(end(Λ)) denotes exterior multiplication with ej , and ιi ∈ Γ(end(Λ))
denotes contraction with ei. Using ε
i = 12 (c
i + cˆi) and ιi = − 12 (ci − cˆi) one easily
deduces
1
2 (ε
jιi − εiιj) = 14
(
1
2 (c
icj − cjci))− 14( 12 (cˆicˆj − cˆj cˆi))
from which we read off (87), see (58). Also note that we have
(1 ⊗ σˆ)(RCˆl) = − 12R ∈ Ω2(M ; Λ2T ∗M), (88)
where (1⊗ σˆ) : Ω(M ; Cˆl)→ Ω(M ; Λ).
If n is even then the relative super trace
strΛ/S : endCl(Λ)→ OCM
is given by
strΛ/S(cˆ(a)) = (i/2)
−n/2T (σˆ(a)) a ∈ Cˆl, (89)
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where T : Λ → OCM denotes the Berezin integration associated with g. Indeed,
since [Cˆl, Cˆl] = Cˆln−1, see (83), both sides of (89) vanish for a ∈ Cˆln−1. Checking
(89) on Cˆl/Cˆln−1 is straight forward. We will also make use of the formula
strΛ/S
(
exp((1 ⊗ cˆ)a)) = (i/2)−n/2T (expΛ((1⊗ σˆ)a)) a ∈ Ω2(M ; Cˆl2), (90)
where 1 ⊗ cˆ : Ω(M ; Cˆl) → Ω(M ; endCl(Λ)), 1 ⊗ σˆ : Ω(M ; Cˆl) → Ω(M ; Λ) and
T : Ω(M ; Λ) → Ω(M ;OCM ) denotes Berezin integration. To check this equation
note that the assumption on the form degree and the filtration degree of a implies:
strΛ/S
(
exp((1 ⊗ cˆ)a)) = strΛ/S( 1n! ((1 ⊗ cˆ)a)n/2)
T
(
expΛ((1⊗ σˆ)a)
)
= T
(
1
n! ((1 ⊗ σˆ)a)n/2
)
Using the fact that 1⊗ cˆ is an algebra isomorphism and (89) we obtain
strΛ/S
(
((1 ⊗ cˆ)a)n/2) = strΛ/S((1⊗ cˆ)(an/2))
= (i/2)−n/2T
(
(1⊗ σˆ)(an/2)) = (i/2)−n/2T (((1⊗ σˆ)a)n/2)
where we made use of the fact that 1⊗ σˆ induces an isomorphism on the level of
associated graded algebras, for the last equality. Combined with the previous two
equations this proves (90).
Lemma 8.1. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of even dimension n. Then3
e(g) = (2πi)−n/2 strΛ/S
(
exp
(−FΛ/S∇g )).
Proof. Consider the negative of the Riemannian curvature −R ∈ Ω2(M ; Λ2T ∗M)
and its exponential expΛ(−R) ∈ Ω(M ; Λ). Recall that
e(g) := (2π)−n/2T (expΛ(−R)) ∈ Ωn(M ;OCM ).
Using (88), (90) and (87) we conclude:
e(g) = (2π)−n/2T
(
expΛ
(
(1⊗ σˆ)(2RCˆl)))
= (−π)−n/2T
(
expΛ
(
(1⊗ σˆ)(−RCˆl)))
= (2πi)−n/2 strΛ/S
(
exp
(−(1⊗ cˆ)(RCˆl)))
= (2πi)−n/2 strΛ/S
(
exp
(−FΛ/S∇g )) 
Lemma 8.2. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of even dimension n. Suppose
ξ˜ ∈ Γ(T ∗M ⊗T ∗M) is symmetric, use 1⊗ cˆ : T ∗M ⊗T ∗M → T ∗M ⊗ endCl(Λ) to
define V := 12 (1⊗cˆ)(ξ˜) ∈ Ω1(M ; endCl(Λ)), and consider ∇gV ∈ Ω2(M ; endCl(Λ)).
Then, for every closed one form ω ∈ Ω1(M ;C), we have
ω ∧ (∂2 cs)(g, ξ˜) = 12 (2πi)−n/2 strΛ/S
(
cˆ(ω) ∧ exp(−FΛ/S∇g ) ∧ ∇gV )
3Since the degree 0 part of Aˆg is 1, this formula is easily seen to be equivalent to e(g) =
(2πi)−n/2Aˆg ∧ strΛ/S
`
exp
`
−F
Λ/S
∇g
´´
which can be found in [1, Proposition 4.6].
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in Ωn(M ;OCM )/dΩn−1(M ;OCM ).
Proof. Set M˜ := M × R and consider the two natural projections p : M˜ → M
and t : M˜ → R. Consider the bundle T˜M := p∗TM over M˜ , and equip it with
the fiber metric g˜ := p∗(g + tξ˜). For sufficiently small t, this will indeed be non-
degenerate. For t ∈ R let inct : M → M˜ denote the inclusion x 7→ (x, t). Define a
connection ∇˜ on T˜M so that inc∗t ∇˜ = ∇g+tξ˜ for sufficiently small t, where ∇g+tξ˜
denotes the Levi–Civita connection of g + tξ˜, and so that ∇˜∂t = ∂t + 12 g˜−1(p∗ξ˜).
It is not hard to check that g˜ is parallel with respect to ∇˜, i.e. ∇˜g˜ = 0. Let
e(T˜M, g˜, ∇˜) ∈ Ωn(M˜ ;OT˜M ) denote the Euler form of this Euclidean bundle. Recall
that
cs(g, g + τ ξ˜) =
∫ τ
0
inc∗t i∂t e(T˜M, g˜, ∇˜)dt
and thus
(∂2 cs)(g, ξ˜) = inc
∗
0 i∂t e(T˜M, g˜, ∇˜)
= (2π)−n/2 · inc∗0 i∂tT
(
expΛ(−R∇˜)
)
= (−2π)−n/2 · T (inc∗0 i∂t expΛ(R∇˜))
= (−2π)−n/2 · T (inc∗0(expΛ(R∇˜) ∧ i∂tR∇˜))
= (−2π)−n/2 · T (expΛ(inc∗0 R∇˜) ∧ inc∗0 i∂tR∇˜)
where R∇˜ ∈ Ω2(M˜ ; Λ2T˜M) denotes the curvature of ∇˜. Let
S : Λ⊗ Λ→ Λ⊗ Λ, S(α⊗ β) := (−1)|α||β|β ⊗ α
denote the isomorphism of graded algebras obtained by interchanging variables.
Consider ξ˜ ∈ Ω1(M ;T ∗M), ∇g ξ˜ ∈ Ω2(M ;T ∗M) and S(∇g ξ˜) ∈ Ω1(M ; Λ2T ∗M).
With this notation we have
inc∗0 R
∇˜ = R ∈ Ω2(M ; Λ2T ∗M)
inc∗0 i∂tR
∇˜ = S(12∇g ξ˜) ∈ Ω1(M ; Λ2T ∗M)
where R denotes the Riemannian curvature of g. We obtain
(∂2 cs)(g, ξ˜) = (−2π)−n/2T
(
expΛ(R) ∧ S(12∇g ξ˜)
)
and wedging with ω we get
ω ∧ (∂2 cs)(g, ξ˜) = (−2π)−n/2T
(
expΛ(R) ∧ ω ∧ S(12∇g ξ˜)
)
.
Next, note that for a ∈ ΛnT ∗M ⊗ ΛnT ∗M we have T (S(a)) = T (a), for n is
supposed to be even. Together with the symmetries of the Riemann curvature,
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S(R) = R, we obtain
ω ∧ (∂2 cs)(g, ξ˜) = (−2π)−n/2T
(
S
(
expΛ(R) ∧ ω ∧ S(12∇g ξ˜)
))
= (−2π)−n/2T
(
S(expΛ(R)) ∧ S(ω) ∧ 12∇g ξ˜
)
= (−2π)−n/2T
(
expΛ(R) ∧ (1⊗ ω) ∧ 12∇g ξ˜
)
= (−2π)−n/2 ∂
∂s
∣∣∣
s=0
T
(
expΛ
(
R + s(1⊗ ω) ∧ 12∇g ξ˜
))
In view of (88) we have:
R + s(1⊗ ω) ∧ 12 (∇g ξ˜) = (1⊗ σˆ)
(
−2RCˆl + s(1 ⊗ ω) ∧ 12∇g ξ˜
)
Moreover, using (87) and (1⊗ cˆ)(12∇g ξ˜) = ∇gV we also have:
(1⊗ cˆ)
(
−2RCˆl + s(1⊗ ω) ∧ 12∇g ξ˜
)
= −2FΛ/S∇g + scˆ(ω) ∧ ∇gV
Using these two equations and applying (90) we obtain
ω ∧ (∂2 cs)(g, ξ˜) = (4πi)−n/2 ∂
∂s
∣∣∣
s=0
strΛ/S
(
exp
(
−2FΛ/S∇g + scˆ(ω) ∧ ∇gV
))
= (4πi)−n/2 strΛ/S
(
exp
(−2FΛ/S∇g ) ∧ cˆ(ω) ∧ ∇gV )
= 12 (2πi)
−n/2 strΛ/S
(
exp
(−FΛ/S∇g ) ∧ cˆ(ω) ∧ ∇gV )
= 12 (2πi)
−n/2 strΛ/S
(
cˆ(ω) ∧ exp(−FΛ/S∇g ) ∧ ∇gV ) 
The Laplacians as squares of Dirac operators
Let E be a flat complex vector bundle equipped with a fiber wise non-degenerate
symmetric bilinear form b. Let ∇E denote the flat connection on E. Consider
b−1∇Eb ∈ Ω1(M ; end(E)) and introduce the connection, cf. [2, Section 4],
∇E,b := ∇E + 12b−1∇Eb
on E. Consider the Clifford bundle E := Λ⊗ E with Clifford connection
∇E,g,b := ∇g ⊗ 1E + 1Λ ⊗∇E,b.
Since (∇E,g,b)2 = (∇g)2 + (∇E,b)2 the twisting curvature is
F
E/S
∇E,g,b
= F
Λ/S
∇g + (∇E,b)2. (91)
Since the two summands commute we obtain
exp
(−F E/S
∇E,g,b
)
= exp
(−FΛ/S∇g ) ∧ exp(−(∇E,b)2). (92)
An easy computation shows that the Dirac operator associated to the Clifford
connection ∇E,g,b is
D∇E,g,b = dE + d
♯
E,g,b + cˆ
(
1
2b
−1∇Eb). (93)
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Setting
AE,g,b := −cˆ
(
1
2b
−1∇Eb) ∈ Ω0(M ; end−Cl(E)) (94)
we obtain a Clifford super connection
AE,g,b := ∇E,g,b +AE,g,b. (95)
For the associated Dirac operator DAE,g,b = dE + d
♯
E,g,b we find
(DAE,g,b)
2 = (dE + d
♯
E,g,b)
2 = ∆E,g,b. (96)
So we see that the Laplacians introduced in Section 4 are indeed squares of Dirac
operators of the type considered in Theorem 7.1.
Proof of Proposition 6.1
For odd n the statement follows immediately from Lemma 7.3. So let us assume
that n is even. We will apply Corollary 7.4 to the Clifford super connection (95)
and U := φ. From (92) and Lemma 8.1 we get:
strE/S
(
φ exp
(−F E/S
∇E,g,b
))
= strE/S
(
φ exp
(−FΛ/S∇g ) ∧ exp(−(∇E,b)2))
= strΛ/S
(
exp
(−FΛ/S∇g )) ∧ trE(φ exp(−(∇E,b)2)) = (2πi)n/2 e(g) tr(φ)
Here we also used the fact that the form strΛ/S
(
exp
(−FΛ/S∇g )) = (2πi)n/2 e(g) has
degree n, and thus the only contributing part of trE
(
φ exp
(−(∇E,b)2)) is the one
of form degree 0, which is just tr(φ). Using again the fact that e(g) has maximal
form degree, we conclude
(2πi)−n/2Aˆg ∧ strE/S
(
φ exp
(−F E/S
∇E,g,b
))
= tr(φ) e(g),
since the degree 0 part of Aˆg is just 1. Proposition 6.1 now follows from Corol-
lary 7.4 and (96).
Proof of Proposition 6.2
For odd n the statement follows immediately from Lemma 7.3. So let us assume
n is even. Consider ξ˜ := gξ ∈ Γ(T ∗M ⊗ T ∗M), and use the bundle map 1 ⊗ cˆ :
T ∗M ⊗ T ∗M → T ∗M ⊗ end−Cl(Λ) to define
V := 12 (1⊗ cˆ)(ξ˜) ∈ Ω1(M ; end−Cl(Λ)).
We claim
c(V ) = Λ∗ξ − 12 tr(ξ). (97)
To check this let {ei} be a local orthonormal frame and let {ei} be its dual local
coframe. Then
Λ∗ξ =
∑
i,j
g(ξei, ej)
1
2
(
εiιj + εjιi
)
,
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where εi ∈ Γ(end(Λ)) denotes exterior multiplication with ei, and ιi ∈ Γ(end(Λ))
denotes contraction with ei. Writing c
i := c(ei), cˆi := cˆ(ei) and using εi = 12 (c
i+cˆi)
as well as ιi = − 12 (ci − cˆi) one easily checks
1
2
(
εiιj + εjιi
)
= 14
(
cicˆj + cj cˆi
)
+ 12δ
ij .
We conclude
Λ∗ξ =
∑
i,j
g(ξei, ej)
(
1
4
(
cicˆj + cj cˆi
)
+ 12δ
ij
)
=
∑
i,j
g(ξei, ej)
1
2c
icˆj + 12 tr(ξ).
On the other hand we clearly have c(V ) =
∑
i,j g(ξei, ej)
1
2c
icˆj and thus (97) is
established. We will apply Corollary 7.5 to the Clifford super connection (95) and
this V .
Next we claim that for all integers k ≥ 1 and l ≥ 0 we have
strE/S
(((
ad(−F E/S
∇E,g,b
)
)k
AE,g,b
) ∧ (−F E/S
∇E,g,b
)l ∧ ∇V ) = 0. (98)
To see this let us write endCl(E)i for the subspace of endCl(E) which via the
isomorphism cˆ⊗ 1 : Cˆl⊗ end(E)→ endCl(Λ)⊗ end(E) = endCl(E) corresponds to
the filtration subspace Cˆli ⊗ end(E). Then −F E/S∇E,g,b ∈ Ω2(M ; endCl(E)2), ∇V ∈
Ω2(M ; endCl(E)1) and AE,g,b ∈ Ω0(M ; endCl(E)1). Looking at the form degree,
we see that (98) holds whenever 2k + 2l + 2 > n. Moreover, since k ≥ 1 we
have
(
ad(−F E/S
∇E,g,b
)
)k
AE,g,b ∈ Ω2k(M ; endCl(E)2k), for [Cˆl2, Cˆl1] ⊆ Cˆl2. Thus,
considering the filtration degree, we see that (98) holds whenever 2k+2l+1 < n,
for strE/S vanishes on Ω(M ; endCl(E)n−1). This establishes (98). We conclude
strE/S
((
e
ad(−F
E/S
∇E,g,b
) − 1
ad(−F E/S
∇E,g,b
)
AE,g,b
)
∧ exp(−F E/S
∇E,g,b
) ∧ ∇V
)
= strE/S
(
AE,g,b ∧ exp
(−F E/S
∇E,g,b
) ∧ ∇gV ) (99)
Here we wrote ∇V = ∇gV to emphasize that this form does not depend on the
flat connection on E, but only on the Levi–Civita connection. Using (92) and
(∇E,b)2 ∈ Ω2(M ; endCl(E)0) and considering form and filtration degree we easily
obtain:
strE/S
(
AE,g,b ∧ exp
(−F E/S
∇E,g,b
) ∧ ∇gV )
= strE/S
(
AE,g,b ∧ exp
(−FΛ/S∇g ) ∧ ∇gV )
= strΛ/S
(
trE(AE,g,b) ∧ exp
(−FΛ/S∇g ) ∧∇gV ) (100)
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Using (94) and applying Lemma 8.2 to the closed one form tr(b−1∇Eb) we find
strΛ/S
(
trE(AE,g,b) ∧ exp
(−FΛ/S∇g ) ∧ ∇gV )
= − 12 strΛ/S
(
cˆ
(
tr(b−1∇Eb)) ∧ exp(−FΛ/S∇g ) ∧∇gV )
= −(2πi)n/2 tr(b−1∇Eb) ∧ (∂2 cs)(g, ξ˜) (101)
Combining (99), (100) and (101) we conclude:
− (2πi)−n/2Aˆg ∧ strE/S
((
e
ad(−F
E/S
∇E,g,b
) − 1
ad(−F E/S
∇E,g,b
)
AE,g,b
)
∧ exp(−F E/S
∇E,g,b
) ∧ ∇V
)
= tr(b−1∇Eb) ∧ (∂2 cs)(g, gξ)
Now apply Corollary 7.5 and use (97) as well as (96) to complete the proof of
Proposition 6.2.
9. The case of non-vanishing Euler–Poincare´ characteristics
It is not necessary to restrict to manifolds with vanishing Euler characteristics. In
the general situation [11, 12] Euler structures, coEuler structures, the combinato-
rial torsion and the analytic torsion depend on the choice of a base point. Given
a path connecting two such base points everything associated with the first base
point identifies in an equivariant way with the everything associated to the other
base point. However, these identifications do depend on the homotopy class of such
a path. Below we sketch a natural way to conveniently deal with this situation.
In general the the set of Euler structures Eulx0(M ;Z) depends on a base point
x0 ∈M . One defines the set of Euler structures based at x0 as equivalence classes
[X, c] where X is a vector field with non-degenerate zeros and c ∈ Csing1 (M ;Z) is
such that ∂c = e(X) − χ(M)x0. Two such pairs (X1, c1) and (X2, c2) are equiv-
alent iff c2 − c1 = cs(X1, X2) mod boundaries. Again this is an affine version of
H1(M ;Z), the action is defined as in Section 2. Given a path σ from x0 to x1, the
assignment [X, c] 7→ [X, c−χ(M)σ] defines an H1(M ;Z)-equivariant isomorphism
from Eulx0(M ;Z) to Eulx1(M ;Z). Since this isomorphism depends on the homo-
topy class of σ only, we can consider the set of Euler structures as a flat principal
bundle Eul(M ;Z) over M with structure group H1(M ;Z). Its fiber over x0 is just
Eulx0(M ;Z), and its holonomy is given by the composition
π1(M)→ H1(M ;Z) −χ(M)−−−−−→ H1(M ;Z).
Similarly, the set of Euler structures with complex coefficients can be consid-
ered as a flat principal bundle Eul(M ;C) over M with structure group H1(M ;C)
and holonomy given by the composition
π1(M)→ H1(M ;Z) −χ(M)−−−−−→ H1(M ;Z)→ H1(M ;C).
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There is an obvious parallel homomorphism of flat principal bundles over M
ι : Eul(M ;Z)→ Eul(M ;C) (102)
which is equivariant over the homomorphism of structure groups H1(M ;Z) →
H1(M ;C).
The set of coEuler structures Eul∗x0(M ;C) depends on the choice of a base
point x0 ∈ M . It can be defined as the set of equivalence classes [g, α], where g
is a Riemannian metric and α ∈ Ωn−1(M \ {x0};OCM ) is such that e(g) = dα on
M \{x0}. Two such pairs [g1, α1] and [g2, α2] are equivalent iff α2−α1 = cs(g1, g2)
mod coboundaries, see [11, Section 3.2]. Every homotopy class of paths connecting
x0 and x1 provides an identification between Eul
∗
x0(M ;C) and Eul
∗
x1(M ;C). Again,
one can consider the set of coEuler structures as a flat principal bundle Eul∗(M ;C)
over M with structure group Hn−1(M ;OCM ). Its fiber over x0 is Eul∗x0(M ;C), and
its holonomy is given by the composition
π1(M)→ H1(M ;Z) −χ(M)−−−−−→ H1(M ;Z)→ H1(M ;C)→ Hn−1(M ;OCM )
where the last arrow indicates Poincare´ duality.
The affine version of Poincare´ duality introduced in Section 2 can be consider
as a parallel isomorphism of flat principal bundles over M
P : Eul(M ;C)→ Eul∗(M ;C) (103)
which is equivariant over the homomorphism of structure groups H1(M ;C) →
Hn−1(M ;OCM ) provided by Poincare´ duality. We have P ([X, c]) = [g, α] iff∫
M\(X∪{x0})
ω ∧ (X∗Ψ(g)− α) =
∫
c
ω
for all closed one forms ω which vanish in a neighborhood of X ∪ {x0}.
If E is a flat complex vector bundle over M we consider the flat line bundle
Det(M ;E) := detH∗(M ;E)⊗ (detE)−χ(M).
Let Det×(M ;E) denote its frame bundle, a flat principal bundle over M with
structure group C× and holonomy given by
π1(M)→ H1(M ;Z) (θE)
χ(M)
−−−−−−→ C×.
We will also consider the flat principal bundle Det×(M ;E)−2 over M with struc-
ture group C× and holonomy given by the composition
π1(M)→ H1(M ;Z) (θE)
−2χ(M)
−−−−−−−→ C×.
Note that elements in Det×(M ;E)−2 can be considered as non-degenerate bilinear
forms on the corresponding fiber of Det(M ;E).
The combinatorial torsion defines a parallel homomorphism of flat principal
bundles
τcombE : Eul(M ;Z)→ Det×(M ;E)−2 (104)
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which is equivariant over the homomorphism of structure groups
(θE)
2 : H1(M ;Z)→ C×.
This formulation encodes in a rather natural way the combinatorial torsion’s de-
pendence on the Euler structure and its base point. Concerning the definition of
(104), recall that the corresponding construction in Section 3 assigns to an Euler
structure ex0 ∈ Eulx0(M ;Z) and a bilinear form bx0 on Ex0 a bilinear form on
detH∗(M ;E). Tensorizing this with the bilinear form on (detEx0)
−χ(M) induced
by bx0, we obtain an element of Det
×
x0(M ;E)
−2 which does not depend on the
choice of bx0 . By definition this is the combinatorial torsion τ
comb
E (ex0) in (104).
If b is a fiber wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on E, its analytic
torsion provides a parallel homomorphism of flat principal bundles
τanE,[b] : Eul
∗(M ;C)→ Det×(M ;E)−2 (105)
which is equivariant over the homomorphism of structure groups
Hn−1(M ;OCM )→ C×, β 7→
(
e〈[ωE,b]∪β,[M ]〉
)2
.
The definition of (105) is essentially the same as in Section 4. To be more precise,
we represent the coEuler structure e∗x0 ∈ Eul∗x0(M ;C) as e∗x0 = [g, α], where α ∈
Ωn−1(M \ {x0};OCM ) is such that e(g) = dα. We write b(detEx0)−χ(M) for the
induced bilinear form on (detEx0)
−χ(M), and set
τanE,g,b,α := τ
an
E,g,b(0)·
∏
q
(
det′(∆E,g,b,q)
)(−1)qq ·exp(−2 ∫
M
ωE,b∧α
)
⊗b(detEx0)−χ(M) .
If χ(M) 6= 0, then α will be singular at x0 and the integral
∫
M
ωE,b ∧ α has
to be regularized, see [11, 12]. Due to this regularization the additional term
χ(M) tr(b−1u b˙u)(x0) will appear on the right hand side of (56) and cancel the
variation of b(detEx0)−χ(M) . Other than that the proof of Theorem 4.2 remains the
same. Thus τE,g,b,α depends on E, e
∗
x0 and [b] only. By definition this is the analytic
torsion τanE,[b](e
∗
x0) in (105).
In this language the extension of Conjecture 5.1 to non-vanishing Euler–
Poincare´ characteristics asserts that for all b we have
τanE,[b] ◦ P ◦ ι = τcombE
as an equality of homomorphism of principal bundles over M , see (102), (103),
(104) and (105).
As in Section 5 one defines the relative torsion as the quotient of analytic and
combinatorial torsion. This is a non-vanishing complex number independent of the
Euler structure and its base point. Its properties in Proposition 5.7 remain true as
stated. With little more effort one shows that the relative torsion in general is given
by the formula in Proposition 5.11. Proving the generalization of Conjecture 5.1
thus amounts to show that the right hand side of the equation in Proposition 5.11
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equals 1, even if χ(M) 6= 0. In view of the anomaly formula it suffices to check this
for a single Riemannian metric and any representative of the homotopy class [b].
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